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ing letters to friends or even do-
ing research for a class.
A year ago, the RWU technol*
ogy at the computer center was
slOW' and lacking. One year later.
the upgrading or technology is in-
creasing quickly. so thai RWU is
now becoming a place thai can use
the Web and also connect students.
faculty and staff throughout the
school. This is beneficial not only
to the school's reputation, but also
E-MML. Fbge J3
C.II••U ....
..WriIw
The Grand Opening of "The Other Place. "
E-mail and the Internet
Thousands and thousands of
students use E·mail and the
IDlemet. On any given day, a per·
son can walk into the Computer
Center and see the old Data Gen-
eral monit<n and keyboards I»
ing used for E-mail and- the
Internet The students are plug-
ging away on the keyboards. writ-
AriDevin
Ad Manager
In his shon time here he has not
only remained in constant com·
munication with Baird in trying 10
rebuild what last year was a pa.
thetic program, bul he has also
helped raise~ 10 lhousand
dollars for his team so that they
could go on a trip to Coco Beach
and play in a an organiud tooma-
menL
Not all oClhcdloa&a_bos
mIde hac have been ofenormous
proportion. He has done a lot of
little things that many don't sec,
As faras hisdccision to hire a full
time Men's Basketball coach goes.
he stands by it.
"I felt it was the best place to
start, starting with Basketball
made sense because it gives the
student a pla:e to come on cam·
pus and raily around." So far
Baird's plan has waded, when he
first got here attendance at home
Men's Basketball games was an
embarrassing JO.4O people in the
stands. This year alone, atten·
ATHlETICS, Fbge 27
to go somewhere it would fall flat
on its face, and actually end up
costingthedepartmentmonty." In
order to remedy the silUalioa Baird
because we have become a team
and the members feel this will last
far longer than any other Spring
Break trip."
Actually. there arc some other
RWU students who feel they
would like to make this Sprina:
Break a diffen:ntexperience. They
responded to an adv~rtisement that
Ray Sullivan
StaffWriter
Peggy De8ton
Contributing Writer
reer in athletics in 1965 wOOn he
was hired as lIle Men's Basket·
baH coach at Rhode Island Col-
lege. After two years of that. he
then, took on the full-time respon-
sibility asAthletic Directoralong
with maintaining his duties as
coach. He stayed at RIC for
twenty·scven years and then 6-
naUy re&in:d aher a long period of
wrestling witb budget problems.
"He was a good guy to get
Say what you will about him. along with and I enjoyed working
but youjustcan"targuewitbspc- _ .." ~ f41~
..-.BiII Baird bas been the Alb- .-1.!i'iiilikDDirector II RJC·t!t'"cb..,.~
letic Dim:torat RWU for almost ing Bin'a's tenure.
three years now, and he has Baird has spent much of his
bro• ...a. improvement lo short time at RWU reinstituting
lhe program. He began his ca- policies and procedures such as
physical examinations of all ath·
letcs and keeping track of their
academic standings.
When Baird first came 10
RWU. he was given little to work
with. Hardly any records where
kept. and many coaches felt that
the Athletic: Department had not
been doing an adequale job.
"He's been abreadl of fresh air,
I like Mr. Baird very nwch", said
J. Lester Abels. Head Sailing
coach for the Hawks. In Baird's
first lhree years here he has made
21 different personnel changes
because he felt that the people he
let go didn't fit me role afme kind
of coach he was looking ror. He
mentioned in particular the rela·
tionship he had with former Head
Baseball Coach AJ DeSalvo.
~I never saw the guy, he was
hardly ever here and every time he
lried 10 raise money for those kids
The Alternative Spring Break Background Oll your
invited <hem '0 pam,ip,'" in an inandaI Aid package
adventure where they would pay a
fee of no more than S2OO. commit
to a week of no alcohol or drugs.,
travel to an unlrnown destination.
make their own room-and-board
arrangements. and be prepared to
do manual labor within a low in-
come community.
This year RWU will be host-
ing the "Other Spring Break"
called "Break Away." Ten stu-
dents. along with one professional
staff member, will climb aboard a
van and drive to Neon, KY.• where
they will spend the week renovat-
ing low income housing. "No. il
is not Habitat for Humanity," c0m-
mented K..C. Ferrara, thestaffper-
son in charge oCthe group. refer-
ring to the program made famous
by former President Carter. I'll is
BREAK, 1b8~ 4
Let's see: items to pack for
Spring Break.. Workpants, sleel-
toe workboots, utility knife, circu-
lar saw, drill! Whoa! What's
wrong willl this picture? Aren't
these suitcases supposed 10 be
stuffed with summer clothing re-
flecting the latest in swimwear,
CDs and general "good time
items!' Isn't this where college
students leave the books behind for
a week of frolicking in the sun?
Not according to Mike
DiMooei. an Architecture major,
who was planning a triptoCancun
and suddenly felt that"it was kind
of selfish to just party. I decided
to go to Neon with my friends and
to give something back. It's greal
Baird still molding Athletics
Infusion of new ideas paying big dividends
I
2 EDITORIAL 'I .....·h ,:<. I9HH
Editor-in-Chief
Joshua Mitchell
Advisor
Ted Delaney
An Alternative
Thank You
even remotely infonnati ...e or stimulating programming that
is being taken ad...antage of.
1he irony is. 1 think most people know that they could
bedoing something more pnxIuctive with their time. I know
because I find that when I am bored rsimply Watch televi-
sion and. yes, ha...ing cable in the dorms has helped fight
off the elements of boredom when not studying. Still
though. wbal came first: the television or complacency?
Which one is contributing to the other? Do peopJe value
prime-time more than the Dean's Ust?
Could it be that since childhood we are used to letting
our minds get eased off from a days activities by sitting
here in front of the old idiot box.
HistOl)' major Rm Jessup was quite certain that 'IV has
contributed to this campus's lack of enthusiasm which di-
rectly affects the way students think when it comes to our
friend. the ourside world.
"It·s a shame that more students don't take advantage of
the activities and extra curricular groups often. I'm into
clubs that are under seven peoplt No one takes ad...antage
of work-study off campus. People should just look around
a little more," Jessup commented.
Another student I interviewed had another perspecti ...e
on this. Graphic Ans Major Todd Karen beljeves that,
"111ere's definitely a lack of respect for teachers and {the}
administration. which often results in a lack ofeffort." Karen
continued. "'There's more to academics than just getting
drunk and getting by."
The one thing thai. Karen stressed the most was that there
is a "lack of desire to do any bellir." And most impor-
tantly, "'In some cases more people· should take pride in
their wOft."
Sophomore and Graphics Arts Major Aaron Osborn
pointed out" SOft of feci the school incubates this attitude
oflaziness and just not caring."
"I don't know ofany extra curricular activities. You just
get caught up in this rut in not doing things."
That says it all. Mike Glea80D
another home event scheduled fOf" Saturday, April 27. 1996.
1be writer makes an interesting point when he states
that "it's a fact thaI most student-athletes seem to not be
able to keep up with the studies and the sport." 1 don't
know where be got this "fact" but it also is not true! Our
student-athletes do as well as if not better than their peers.
We have each year identified more than a dozen student-
athletes for our All-Academic team which starts at the 3.5
GPA le...el with many others at the 3.00 GPA stage. O...erall
our athletes do well.
It was also interesting that the writer stated that "1 can't
s·peak for Baird", however, that was just after speaking for
me in the paragraph before the statement and the paragraph
after the statement. I must confess however, l am guilty of
one charge made by the writer. I do lo...e the span of bas-
ketball. After a career of playing the sport most of my life
and ha...inga sucoessful cameroftwenty-two years ofcoach-
ing 6n the University and College level, basketball certainly
"ls my baby.~ For this fact I apologize to no one! I have
coached basketball, I established the soccer program at the
University ofRbode lsland and I have served as golf coach
at Rhode Island College in addition to teaching most sport
skills in physical education classes. Do I enjoy some sports
more than others· I do - don't you? This does not mean. as
the writer would have you believe that '''decided that all of
the other sports like tennis, soccer. lacrosse. and others are
less importanLM All spons produce the same benefits and
growth learning for the participants. I believe that all spons
deserve full time coaches. I recommended starting in bas-
ketball for a multitude of reasons - I don't apologize for
that recommendation either. I .
The fact remains that we have made some significant
impro...ements in our program· we ha...e a long way to go!
Part time coaches will continue to come and go based on
the pressures of their primary occupations. We try hard to
keep good people but sometimes we fail- it's a fact of life.
But that does not make it a "dade, cruel world" as the writer
fears. I would sincerely hope that he does not give up bul
that he continues to strive for excellence and perseveres
just like the old "Hoopsters" Jim Valvano and the "Bear"
would like him to do.
We have a new coach, Mr. Frank Kowalik and the pre-
...~.....willnot ...... _ ........
port and watch with interest your performance during the
season and the conference race. Bill Baird
It can be said thai RWU is, in fact. a suitcase school.
It is also conjectured lhat this school is under a cloud
of apathy and delirium where mediocrity is the nonn.
Granted, the people who know me think I'm a slacker.
This is not my way of blaming it on others but my way of
pointing something out: it rubs off on people.
For those of you that read 1lle Hawk's Eye. I am SOCT)'
if you feel insulted. 1be students who read this paper 0b-
viously have an understanding of how this campus oper-
ates and have a right to be informed as they want to be left
feeling that way.
1lIerefore, lhis vernacular is on why students should
be utilizing their potential mor-e and stop this lifestyle of
bar-fly pride. TIiat last sentence is the most radical thing
I've ever typed.
Often times. I have stopped and tried to figure out why
lhis school takes on this "wasteland" connotation.
1bere might just be an answer to this: we're watching
too much television. Everything on this campus is based
around TV. Think about it. from subtle things like unit
lounges being infested by people wanting to watch Fri~nd.J
or Party ofFive to the more ob... ious things like the wide-
screen in The Other Place or the fact that most of the s0-
cial e...ents on Ihis campus are mo...ies.
Is there a trend here?
Now, in the last issue of The Hawk's Eye' wrote four
stones, [wo of which were on television programs. Am I
a hypocrite? Perhaps not because both were shows that I
re...iewed were science-fK:tion thus both are only followed
by cult fans. I was not reviewing 'the regular Aaron Spell-
ing mass media parade ofwell-dressed wits from the West
COOSl
Can you see the inherent difference?
Next, when people are socializing I found that there is
a television 00. Is lhis an accompaniment? Does this add
another element? Is the 'IV used to add another element
when getting to know someone- or studying with some-
one? Who knows. One thing can be for certain, it's not
Blame everything negative on the TV;
social lives revolve around the tube
In an effort to help Mr. Ari De...in and others to under-
stand se....eral aspects of both the tennis schedule ana pro-
gram,l have undertaken this endea...or. 1 don't usually re-
spond to articles of this nalure, but perhaps this effort might
help to promote insight.
I learned a long time ago thai if an indi...idual makes up
hislher mind and then publicly expounds hislher position
there is not much chance of changing their stance - so best
ignore it. The fact that this indi ... idual·s public denuncia-
tion was based on inaccurate infonnation, lack of research,
and one would ha...e to assume, self created, hurt. and frus-
tration, does not alter the impact of these P\lblished pro-
nouncements. This reply is not for the writer but rather for
those student-athletes who would like insight and factual
information on this tennis situation.
First. I felt good about the appointment of the tennis
coach when I made that decision. The individual was well
qualified and worked well with the men's team last year.
He did not, however, work as well as with the women's
team nor was he cootent with some procedural responsi-
bilities within the department. He talked of resignation last
year over a disagreement on a scrimmage date. He, in fact,
resigned his women's and men's position in the fall because
several women's team members could not make matches
and finaJly he resigned again at the end of December. lea...•
ing us Ji~tle time to find a replacemenL True, no one is in
favor of this unusual number of away matches this year but
that is hardly a reason of resignation. In his letter of resig-
nation he mentions the lack of free time in his recently
changed personal life. He enjoyed his coaching with us
and we were happy with most of his work. He did not want
to stay - how could you not let him go?
S~cond, "Bear" (Baird) does not do the scheduling our
assistant director has that responsibility. His work with the
lennis schedule was influenced by a number of circum-
stances. He had to drop se...eralleams that we were playing
to accommodate new members ofour Commonwealth Coast
Conference. 1n addition. we had to put'ourselves in step to
be scheduled by a conference coordinated next year based
on our increased numbers within the conference - result a
large number ofaway games forjust this year! If the writer
had conferred with the department as reported he would
bow,"'1MlIed _ my ef'balaoMirel1be.......--
namen!. the Commonwealth COIISt Conference Ownpion-
ship has been moved to Roger William's Uni...ersity so it is
"The Bear" roars back about tennis
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Hawk's Eye Letter Policy
Letters should he dropped off al
TM HaW's !JI office in the lower Student
Union before deadline. Any letters sub·
mit-
led aile. this dale may not he prinled.
Lellers musl he typed, douhle-
spaced snd spell-checked.
All letters must be signed. Anony-
mous letters will not be printed.
The writer should iIK.ude hislher
phone number, althougb the number will
not be printed in fta HnIt's E....
no_~ ... reserves the righllo
edil all articles.
Call 254-3229 Fax 254-3257
Duffy's News
S5 Dian
Ricotti·s
St. Michael's
Bristol Bagelwods
Crimson & Clover
Pommegranite
CVS
Mr& Mrs Fox Sr& Jr
We lhank you for your suppon and enthusiasm for our
program, and due to the large response we have received.
weebope to offer this program for many more students at
Roger Williams Uni...ersity next year.
The group of students panicipating in the Alternative
Spring Break program at Roger Williams University would
like to lhank the RWU community for their suppon dur-
ing a series of fundraising efforts such as bake sales. candy
sales, and a raffle contest. All of these were a greal suc-
cess and combined with all of the donations made the group
was able to reach and exceed their goal of $4.000 to pay
for the trip which lakes place during Spring Break. The
winners of the raffle were: Celia Cackowski. Terri Ramos.
Bryan Pereuo, Amy Beth Johnson. Richard Stegman.
Bryan Siow-ick. and Alicia Tower. 1be prizes were gift
certificates to Stop & Shop, SS Dian, Golden Goose Deli,
Aidan's, Domino's., Crimson & Clover, and Old Venice.
The students would also like (0 think the following mem-
ben of the community for their donation to our program:
WQRl Department of Student Ufe
Volunteer Center Student Senate
Dean of Students OffICe of Orientation
Counseling Center MaplelNike Hall Council
Alice Goodheart Terri Ward
Project Challenge Student Volunteer Association
Athletics Department Ski Club
Also, the group would like to recognize the following
members of the Bristol community for their suppan and
donations:
McGovern's Flooring
Old Venice Restaurant
Katie Rendine bids a fond farewell .
Dear Almeida Residents,
Almeida'Staff, Senior Class.
execut'ive board tmd many oth-
ers:
I want to lake this opportunity
to say farewell toaJl ofyou. I have
accepted a wonderful job at an-
other college. Thi~ new job is an
exciting opportunity; unfortu-
nately, it meant leaving Almeida
prior to the end of the year. 'The
purpose of Ihis letter is 10 say
thanks to a variety of people.
To the Almeida residents I want
to thank you for always proving
that Almeida is definitely a "Dif·
ferent World." Each of you have
contributed to creating a commu-
nity that is fun, friendly and most
importantly a home. Some ofyou
I have JUSt met, others have been
with me for the last couple of
years. 1 wish each of you a very
successful and enjoyabk: semes·
Ie,.
There are a couple of resldents
that I need to say a special thanks
10 for their support. assistance or
friendship. Theyare: Pal P., Tom
R.• Joel1e K., Greg J.• Jimmy K.•
Tom S.• Alick L., Jason T.• Trevor
H.• Andy P. and Craig M. I thank
you for the memories!
1 leave the Almeida residents
with a quote from Ralph Waldo
Trine:
11lere are many who are living
• faT below their possibilities
because they are continually
handing over
their individualities to othen:.
Do you want to be a power in
the world?
1ben be yourself.
Be true to the highest within
your soul
and then allow 'yC>lmelf to be
governed
by no customs or convention·
alities
or arbitrary man·macle rules
that are not founded on prin·
ciple.
To my RA staff at
Almeida...you have proven to be
an incredible team. I thank each
of you for a fantastic year filled
with laughter. fun and unending
support. A supervisor couldn',
wish fOf a better group ofindividu-
also I will dearly ntiss each ofyou.
I want to say the following to the
RA staff,
Heather: I want to leave you
with a day filled with no stress and
all the happiness that you so de-
serve. You have my unending
thanks and admiration for all you
have done for me.
Geri: I want your dreams to
come !fUe. Do not ever stop be·
lieving that you can reach them-
you have the talent.
ADd,: So many times we have
joked With you and you always
laughed and smiled. Just know
that I respect all that you have
achieved as a student. You poten-
tiaI is endless. Jusl remember all
the tips I gave you!
Mas: You will always have my
support and know that I believe in
you_ Your personality and abili-
ties 10 wcwk with others will take
you far.
Dom: I leave you with my ad·
miration for all you are able to
achieve. With yourdelennination
and drive you will achieve all your
goals. -
Kristen: I only hope that I can
leave you with a smile since you
have always brightened my days.
Thank you for the fun times and
friendship.
Stacey: I leave you with
Almeida. Almeida has been an
important pan ofmy life for seven
years. I k.now that you will tak.e
care of Almeida and the staff. I
thank you for your tremendous
support and all the fun times that
we have shared. Always know
that you have my unending love
and friendship.
To the rest of the campus RA
staff I wish you all success
throughout this semester. It has
been wonderful working and get-
ting to know you.
To the Senior Class Executive
Board (Orin, Kelly, Tom and lita):
I want (0 thank you for the oppor-
tunity you gave me this year to be
one of the adviSOf$ to the Senior
Class. Each of you pos~ end-
less taIer1l5 and suengths. When
the time arrives 10 walk across tha«
stage and receive your diplomas.
be confident that you have done
an excellent job representing the
Oass of 1996! I'll see you in Bos·
ton!
ToKC:
We have spent many years to-
getherand experienced everything
that co-workers could! I will never
forget singing in your car at mid-
night. eating the mud pies at the
Casual Inn and the night from hell
on duty. I want to thank you for
the times and memories we have
shared. I wish you and Frank all
the happiness and may your
wishes come trUe!
To Tony:
10ere are no words to describe
my admiration and thanks 10·You.
I have worked with you and have
watched with pride as you devel-
oped into the professional thaI you
are. For all the times that it isn't
said. allow me to say • thank you
and you are fantastic! You have
been a uue friend 10 me and I will
miss you deeply.
I can never say thank you
enough for being supportive. for
all'lhefun fun limes we shared and
for being a best friend!
Farewell and thanks to all of
you for the wonderful memories
that I have of Roger Williams
University!
Katie Rendine
Chorus
Concert
Bristol County Interfaith Choi
and RWU Chorus wiUjoin in con-
cert on Palm Sunday, March 31.
1996 in SI. Mary's Church, Wood
Street, Bristol at 3 p.m..
10e program will feature selec-
tions from Handel's Musiah and
music for the Lenten season.
Among thc works to be performed
will be theCrucifixus from Bach's
B minor Mass, Franck's Pnnis
AngdicllS, and The Palms by J.
Faure. Selections by Mendelssohn.
Gounod and Liszt will be heard as
well.
Michael DiMucci and Matthew
Hale of the RWU Chorus will be
featured as will the chorus itself.
RWU Chorus was founded in
January 1981 and is best known
for its involvement in Bristol's tra-
ditional MANY MOODS 0
CHRISTMAS Concert held each
year in early December. The cho-
rus numbers 25 members and
members ofRWU alumni living in
the area sing with the group bring-
ing the number to almost 30. 1be
chorus is open to students, faculty,
and staff in addilion to alumni.
A performancc on C:lmpus
with thejazz band is being planned
for lale April.
Tickels are available from
Michael Cunningham, Dean 0
Students' office, or in town from
Caron Jewelers. Hope Street. Ad-
mission purchased on campus is
$1.00 wilh student J.D.
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4 NEWS .\lal(·hl:tlH~Hi
Students fish for Financial Aid and net nothing
They lure you in- with attractive awards, and wring you out by graduation
'Break Away' from typical vacation
Donna Zakasewski
StalfWriler
Lynn Fawthrop
Napkin
Board
tenns of them staying here. It's
unfortunate. there are too many
kids leaving here that don't receive
enough financial aid_"
Fieffe also commented on his
experiences in the financial aid
offIce.
"'There's no such thing as cus-
tomer service. You're ~aled as a
victim rather than as a customer."
80th service and lost paper-
work were issues with many stu-
dents.
"11ley're unorganized. There's
no excuse for lost paperwork, be.-
cause it's as good as money."
stated senior Kwame Bartie.
"Something has gOl be dooe about
how students are !Teated."
statistic. or thai Financial Aid is
doing their job the best they can.
Senior Dale Fieffe stated: "I
don't think they make much of a
commitment towards students. in
The Dining Hall has a new way
to m.ake use of napkins these days.
Instead ofjust using them to clean
up why not leave a message and
tack it up to the Napkin Board.
The Napkin Board is conveniently
located to the right of the access
desk as you exit the dining hall.
The Napkin Board was an idea
brought to the Diniog Halls atten-
tion by David Phelps one of the
current chefs here at RWU. He
pre....iously worked at Williams
College where he originally got the
idea. Phelps feels "i.t·s a better av·
enue for me students to talk 10
management."
The director of Dining Ser-
viccs atn Colafran.cesco said that
"we tried committees in the past
but they never worked."
"The closer we are to our cus-
tomers the better we can serve;'
said Colafrancesco. All the stu-
dents seem to have a positive OUI-
look for the new board.
..It·s a great innovative addition
to the Dining Hall," said freshman
Andy Firmin.
Senior Malt Hale stated "I've
never personally made use of the
boord, but I have friends who have
and think it is a great idea!"
Junior Scott Palmer who can al-
ways be found in the dinning hall
likes the idea also.
!114PKIN. Page 12
est for a subsidized loan is paid
by the Federal government while
the student is in school and for a
six-month grace period after
graduation.
Wjth unsubsidized loans, the
interest accumulates while the stu-
dent is in school and during the
grace period.
It is the sludent's reSponsibil-
ity to pay this interest plus the
principle.
Financial aid awards are not set
in stone. Emergencies can creep
up at any time and Financial Aid
tries to help students oul when
they do. Federal law requires that
they do this. howe,,"er, not much
money is available_
RWU has established an emer-
gency fund for students having
financial difficulties due to un-
planned circumstances.
Within six yean, the amount
of money available has increased
almost ten times:
In 1990. $600,000 was avail-
able. This year the amount in S5.6
million. "None of this increase is
due to increased federal funding,
but increased development efforts
by RWU," said Fawthrop.
Almostl.soostudentsreceive
financial aid, and of those, 900
students receive some aid from
RWU. Fawtbrop stated that about
80 percent of individual students
financial needs are met.
Not all students a with the
and universities from coast-to-
coast became part of the Break
Away network.
Amanda Butvilas, an Adminis-
tration of Justice major, looked
intently at a map, trying in vain to
find Neon, but this town was too
smailioeam a place in print. Un-
daunted, she observed thal "small
is good."
Butvilas thinks tha. this type 0
experience could be Ihc beginning
of "a lifetimecommilmenttopub-
lie service for some participants:'
As the weeks move swiftly 10-
wards the beginning of their jour-
ney, FeIT3l3 mUSllteep a close eye
on every aspect of the planning
stage to insure they have covered
all steps in this first venture.•
Feeling that these students have
lpt upon something that is creat-
ing a:very poSitivi feeling in the
. community, Ferrara points.out that
"another check from an,flTCa busi-
ness arrived in the day's mail!'"
' .. With.car.lons stocked with food
staples and tools. these pioneer
adventurers from RWU will leave
Bristol. on March 15 in their fif-
teen-passenger van journeying
southward as a team to Neon fot a
week of helping others.
Sue Malomo, a Business ma-
jor, usually goes home and works
during Spring Break. But this time
"figured I would ra1her have this
one week experience and gi,'e up
the paycheck."
Sue was attracted to this par-
ticular trip because. as she put it.
"you can actually see the results
of your effom.-
mitment to grants has decreased
while it is relying on grants more
and more to assisl studenls.
"Anyone qualifies for these loans,
regardless of need." said
Fawthrop.
For the most part. students felt
that their aid dropped consider-
ably from their freshman year, as
the loans went up.
'There are limilS to the amounl
students can borrow. Freshmen
can borrow up to S2625, s0pho-
mores S3500, and juniors, se·
niOTS. and fifth year architecture
can borrow up to S5500 per year.
This gives a family about $16.000
over a five-year period.
To confuse the process a bit
more, there are twO types of loans
students can receive: subsidized
and unsuhsidized Ifa sludent has
demonstTated need. lhe loan is
subsidized by the Federal govern-
ment.
If no need is demonsuated. the
loan is unsubsidized. The inter-
-Fawthrop states
that 80 percent
of individual
students
financial needs
are met
funding from various departments
within the Universify. the group
went out into the community and
were well-received by area mer-
chants who have become "pan-
ners."
They have held several on-cam-
pus fund raisers and each has con-
tributed lheir own money as par-
ticipants.
Christian Yantomo, a senior,
has never gone on the traditional
Spring Break. But because this is
his last year in college feels that
he "wants to do something good
for people rather than JUSt party."
Preparation for this journey
also included Sunday nighl train-
ing sessions in which four CCRJ
Break Away participants came to
RWU and shared their experi.
encesL
In aadition, the RWU~team put
on'a supper and entertainment for
elderly residents of the Benjantn
.. Church Senior Ceptcr; participatcil
in atTaining sessiQn..with.profes- -
sionats From thefeinstein Insti~ute
at Providence Colleg~; and spent
a day working with Habitat for
Humanity.
Matt Hale. an intem at the Vol-
unteer Center. said that ..this first
step for' Roger Williams reflects a
growing trend" which is nation-
wide in that many colleges and
universilies have already experi-
enced the alternate Spring Break.
In Rhode Island alone, Provi-
dence College and CCRI have par-
ticipated in Break Away.
Statistic.. published by the
sponsoring orgaml.auon show that
in 1993-94 a total of 197 collegc.'s
to the 2nd Annual Break Away
Conference at Vanderbilt Univer-
sity in Nashville.
TItere she learned from the ex-
perts about "Break Away-1lle
AI temative Break Connection"~ a
group of professionals dedicated
to helping students and staff or-
ganize alternative spring breaks.
Ferrara learned about selecting
a sile. recruiting students, raisi_ng
funds and planning all the logis-
tics of Ihis week-long adventure
which the Break Away program
describes as "The Week That 14sts
A Lifetime!"
Being Director oftbe Volunteer
Center at RWU provided Ferrara
with a database of students to poll
and detennine the interest level.
She recci"ed "enthusiastic replies
from 10 of these young people"
and the planning stage began.
Once RWU was officially ac-
cepted as a Break Away Univer-
sity. K.C and the team set about
raising the necessary funds to ac-
complish their mission
It was detennined that they
would need about S5.OOO for this
week. In addition to receiving
This first step
for Roger
Williams
reflects a
growing trend,
- Matt.Hale
involved with the University, and
rve had several family problems
wberemoneyhasbecntighl $4.75
an hour for worit-study is supposed
to cover that? Special Circum-
stances added up to nothing."
Scholarships areawarded based
on academic meril and financial
need. Because RWU is a Division
III school it is not allowed to award
scholarships for athletics.
For freshmen and sophomores
(classes of 1998 and 1999) the
amount of money available at
RWU for merit-bases awards bas
dramatically increased. from less
than $100,000 to about SI.2 mil-
lion.
"I moved off campus because
it was cheaper. but they won't give
me any worit-study. I know kids
whose parents make more money
than mine. and they receive fina","
cial aid." said junior Geoff
Bogotuik.
''The inslitution wants to ac-
knowledge academic excellence,"
said Fawthrop. Transfer scholar·
ships and the Honors Program are
examples ofRWU's new philoso-
phy. However, time spent work-
ing at a job is time thac could oth-
erwise be spenl studying.
The third fonn of aid is prob-
ably the most misunderstood: the
much-d~aded sludent loan. The
catch is obvious. Yoo'vegOltopay
it back, with interest.
The Federal ovemment's com-
COII1;lIu~dfrom Page 1
Homes, Inc., a newer, smaller
public service agency. We wanted
to lend support to a lesser known
organization for our BreakAway."
Inslead of beach-earned sun-
tans, these RWU slUdenls will
probably return sporting aching
backs and bandaged fingers.
Each morning they will pull on
workboots, take tums cooking for
one another, pack lunches and
head off to work unlil day's end
when they will retum to their bar-
racks-style living quarters and
prepare the evening meal for each
other_ ~Oect on the day's progress
and probably retire early.
'- Selh Orue, a sophomore Ma-
rine Biology major. renected on
his own good fortune. saying he
wanted. to "help those who are less
fortunate and 'make a difference
in their lives."
Seth also spends a good many
out-of-dsss'hours in the Volunteer
Center on campus matching up
studenl'i with volunteer opportu-
nities.
In an experience Ihat may
leave a lasting impression on
these students, Ferrara renected
on just how this adventure took
night.
She first heard of this oppor-
tunity from colleagues in the
Rhode Island Campus Compact.
a consortium of professionals
from area colleges committed to
public service.
She proposed the idea to Ri-
chard Stegman. Director of the
Dt-partment of Student Life. and
through his support. she was sent
COnljnu~dfrom Pag~ /
1995doesn'talways reflect 1996.
'That's why the RWU fonn asks if
there are any special circum-
slances in the family such as ad-
ditional college tuition, high medi-
cal bilk divorce, or job loss. All
these can effect how much a fam-
ily can afford to pay, says
Fawthrop.
When the award letter arrives
you can expect to receive a com-
bination of three fonns of aid:
gnmts scholarships and/or loans.
ftOranlS and scholarships. also
caned gift aid, are the most attrac-
tive forms," said Fawthrop.
-i'hcy're free money."
Grant money is distributed on
a need basis. RWU has S3.9 mil-
lion to award in grants. Work-
study is an example of a Federal
grant, that students must earn in
order to receive.
..It·s our belief that students
need to learn how to balance
school, work, and a social life;'
said Fawthrop. "We also think
students shouW be actively con-
tributing to their education. 'That's
why every eligible sludent re-
ceives work-study." On average
students work 10 to 15 hours a
week.
Senior Randi Sioloff bad tJiis
10 say: '"The school has no debt,
can finance The Other Place and
build anolhc:r donn, bullhey can'l
ive out an aid. In m case. I'm
•"
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: Bookstore ·Student Survey :
.., .
• •
= The Roger Williams University Bookste're is proud to serve you, our student customer. =
• Please help us to serve you better by completing this survey. Please return the completed •
= surveys to the bookstore staff or drop it off at the bookstore by March 20th. =
• •
• •
• •
• I Bin • : , Live: •
• Undergraduate On Campus •
• Graduate· Off. Campus •
• • •
• MERCHANDISE: Slrongty ~- PI_v,.. stongty •
· ""- .,........ .
• 1. Textbooks and related course materials are available 0 0 Cl 0 •
• \Nhen needed: Comments: •
• •
•• 2. The store's supply departrnent fllls my needs: 0 0 0 0 ••
Comments: .
• •• ••
• 3. There Is a good selection of Roger Williams clothing 0 0 - 0 0 •
• and memorabilia: Comments: •
• • •
• 4. The store has a good selection of general reading and 0 0 0 0 •
• reference books: Comments: ·1 •
• •
• V.. No II
•
Old you know that the bookstore carries computer software oat special Cl Cl •
educational prices? I
• •
• •
• BOOKSTORE POLICIES: •
• Cl •• 1. The bookstore's hours of operation ~re convenient: 0 0 0 •
• Comments: •
• •
• •
• 2. The book buy-back polley is reasonable Bnd fair: Cl 0 I 0' 0 ,_....,..
• Comment..: •
• •
• •
• Strongly Agree Dt.-sI..... Btongly •
•
• • __ "'-u- •
~ 3. The atore'. prtclng polley Is reasonable and fair: Cl Cl Cl
•
C ' •Cornlnenle:
• •
•• 4. The atore'. refund policy Is reaeonabl. and felr: i Cl 0 0 0 I.
COlnrnent8: ..
• •
• ~ v- _ •
• Have you ever read any of the pricing, bUY-back. or refund polley Cl.
I brochure. In the store? Cl I
I CUSTOMER SERVICE: •
• Cl •• 1. Bookstore .",ploy_ a,.. courteoua _net helpful: D Cl Cl •I Corn~nm: I
• •I 2 .. Buyback. end Refunds are'handled promptly and 0 Cl 0 Cl
• .mclently: ComlTlenta: •
• Cl •• 3. The Bookstore has enough staff during bUSy periods: 0 D CJ •
.• Comments: ••
• •• 4. The store manager Is responsive to my concerns: D Cl Cl D I
• CornlTlenta: •
• • •
• 5. The bookstore provides reliable speclat-order services: Cl Cl 0 0 •
• COlTlrnents: . I
• •
• •
• •• How many times In .. aalTleater do you visit the bookstore? I
• •Additional cornman·ts andlor suggestions:
• •
• •
• •
• •• Thank you "for taking th_ tl..... to complet_ this a.urv_v. Your •
feedback helps u. to provide you ~Ith the b ••t po.slble
• .ervlce and I. __Icorne _t any tbne.· •
• •.~..................................................•
•
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Female Law Students face bias, study finds
CoUege Presa
The Hawk's Eye
At a large Midwestern law
school, a professor routinely calls
his female students "little girl" and
"sweetie."
Male srudcnts at a law school
in the Northeast laugb outright at
female students' comments during
class. At another Midwcs1cm law
school, male students condemn
women faculty, calling them "in-
adequate" or "bitchy."
These are just some of the inci-
dents included in a new American
Bar Association report that says
female students enlering law
school can expect to find a chilly,
male-dominated environment that
hasn't changed much in the last
100 years.
"Elusive Equality," produced
by the ABA's Commission on
Women in the Profession, found
that male faculty members and stu-
dents- even the young ones--
continue to treat women disre·
spcctfully.
"Barriers to equality still exist,
despite the iarge numbers of
women coming, into the profes-
sion," Laurel G. Bellows, who
heads the commission, lold the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Women make up about 44 per-
cent of first-year law students,
compared to only 3 percent in
1968. But only 8 percent of law
school deans are women, and only
16 percent of tenured professors
are female.
1be report found that female
professors are rarely appointed to
influential committees, and that
·women in law school generally
lack role models.
'The bias might stem from the
fact thai more women are becom-
ing suCcessful lawyers than ever
before. "Young white males seem
more threatened by women class-
mates today then in the past," the
report said.
'The commission recommends
that law school adopt strict, anti-
sexual harassment policies. Also,
each law school dean should cre-
ate a Committee on Gender that
studies the education of women,
the report said;
On a more positiv'e note, the
commission reported that some
schools "with strong administra-
tive leadership" actually fostered
equal participation of women stu-
dents and faculty.
Female college students consid-
ering law school should not be dis·
couraged, Bellows said. "Law is
aD ideal profession for women"
because they are natural problem
solvers and relationship builders,
she said.
Cory Armon, fonner chair of
the commission, agrees. Not all
law schools have malc-dominated
environments, and a women can
picl\ and choose among schools,
she added.
'"There's a lot. ofpotential things
law school student can do," she
said. "Investigate. Take charge of
your own destiny. What's it going
to look like at an individual law'
school? Ask people who are
there:'
She suggested writing a note to
the dean if students say they are
encountering ~ias.
1be report was based on a study
of 58 schools identified only by
their size and by their regional 10-
,
cation.
!
I
Learning Disabled receive preferential treatment
Americans With Disability Act states that all students have equal opportunities to learn
only malc.e up 10 percent of
RWU's student population. The
reason courses get closed is be-
cause a lot of students are trying
to get into !he same class.
1bc accommodations lhat LD
students get there to "fill the gaps
that they miss," Gillin :'Ulted.
Some students have note takers
because they have trouble pro-
cessing infonnation. Untimed
testing is available so that these
students can demonstrate what
they know. Some professors
have their students write "I am
'"""""'& """ II
The reason
that certain
classes get
closed out
early is not due
10 the fact that
these students
get to regisler
early, accord-
ing to Loretta
Shelton, Assis-
tant Vice President for Academic
Atrain. 11 ia an issue of .... few
1'JII!Ier thin -.y." Ln._ de ...
outweigh being learning disabled,"
accordioa to Dr. Jeri Golovin
om.., _ oflho_1e
''The accomodations do
not outweigh being
learning disabled,"
-Dr. Gillin
•
registration, and learning disabled disabled students get, as benefits. Resources Center and Learning
students set whatever they want, "The accommodations do not Specialist.
including my seat in the ."",::;'::;===========,
classroom. Why do they
get to register early?
How is this fair? They
also get to take their tests
unlimed. I want these
benefits."
Lately these ques-
tions have arisen and
students feel that learn-
ing disabled students use
their disability to their
adva:nJa&e. A lolofpcople also see
Ihe 8COJd1lllOdationa: thllleaminZ
John had his schedule all set
and it was perfect. He had beck 10
back classes on Monday, Wednes-
day, and Friday, with an hour off
for lunch. He got to the gym and
checked the board ofclasses. This
. is when everythins was no longer
perfect. A lot of what he wanted
was already closed.
"I have waited to lake some of
these classes because they were
__ closed last year when J went to
Lauren Alterman
Contributing Writer
YOUR LOVER IS GETTING MARRIED/SPLIT PERSONALITY
MELROSE
SMELLY CAT, SMELLY CAT, WHAT ARE THEY FEEDING YOU?
FRIENDS •
YOUR BOYFRIEND WAS ARRESTED FOR DRUGS AND YOU'RE IN DETOXl
90210
GRAB A PAL & A CUP OF JAVA
THE
OTHER
P*L*A*C*E
Monday* Melrose @8:00p.m.
Wednesday* 90210 @8:00p.m:
Thursday* Friends @ 8:00p.m.
•
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What to do when your mind goes south, but you don't!
,
Joshua Mitchell
Editor-ill-Chief
OK, so you're not going 10 the
beach this Spring Break.
It's highly possible lhat you're
not alone. Although millions of
students will enjoy spring parades
such as Daytona Beach and
Cancun. others will use their days
off to work at part-timejobs, spend
time willi their families or go on a
job hunt.
Some students simply can't af-
ford the price ofa dream vacation;
af~er-all. the costs of airplane tick.-
ets. hotel rooms, food and well,
cold beverages, can really rack up.
But that doesn't mean there isn'l
"fun in the sun" to be had:
With a liule help.from your
VCR and a well-stocked video
store, the sand and sunny skies of
the beach can come to yOUT living
room. Here's a list of "beach mov-
ies"- from FranlUe and Annelte to
"Surf Nazis must Die"· that takes
the.edge off a break when your
mind has gone south and you
haven't.
Widely considered thefirst..ever
spring flick is "Where TIle Boys
Are," which slarS the man of the
et~ lan, George Hamilton. This
silly musical, which hit the beach
in 1960. is all about college girls
searching for Mr. Right in Fort
Lauderdale. The movie never pre-
tends to be anything than what it
is - a cheesy teen-age beach movie.
Ofcourse "From Here To Eter-
nify" isn't really a beach movie (in
fact, it won anAcademy Award for
best picture in 1953), but there is
that famous beach scene involving
Burt Lancaster and Deborah Kerr
rolling passionately in the Hawai-
ian sand. Heavy stuff for lovers
and well worth a trip to the video
store. Just be careful not to re-en-
act the passionate moment when
your parents are home.
"Beach Party" (1963), with
Frankie Avalon and Annelle
FuniceUo, kicked off a series of
flicks that can best be described as
"quintessential beach movie," for
a lack ofa plot to summarize. 0th-
ers that followed are: "Muscle
_Beach Party" (1964), "Pajama
1
Party" (1964), "Beach Blanket
Bingo (1965), "How to Stuff a
Wild Bikini" (1965), and "Ghost
in the Invisible Bikini (1966). The
Patrick Swayze and Casper com-
edy about ghouls in G-strings.
Other not-to-be-missed beach
movies from this era include the
entire "Gidget" series, which
started out in 1959 with Sandra
Dee as the title character making
goo-goo eyes at a surfer. "Gidget
Goes Hawaiian" is considered the
series' "piece oe resistance" and
features a character named
"Moondoggie."
'''The Endless Summer" (1966)
has some historical significance, if
you will, in that it popularized the
sport of swfmg. It also led to nu-
merous remakes and a sequel in
1994, "'The Endless Summer n,"
which not only proved the search
for the perfect wave never ends.
Unfortunately for J9708 fans,
beach movies seemed to hit a dry
spell in an era that favored plat-
fonn shoes and disco, over navel-
covering bikinis and surfboard
wax.
However, the classic "Jaws",
which might not exactly fit under
the label "beach movie," was re-
leased in 1975. This Steven
Spielberg flick features not only a
killer shark harassing a small New
England beach town, but also that
famous "shark approaching" mu-
sic.
The film "Malibu Beach"
J!d
(1978) takes a slightly more risque
spin on the 1960s beach-blanket
movies. and stars a dog trained to
snatch the tops of girls' bathing
suits. Brief nudity ensues, as does
fist·fighting, car-racing and pot-
smoking in this empty·headed
movie.
But the 19805 introduced a new
breed of beach movies, starting
with tough high school guy Malt
Dillon playing a cabana boy in
"£be Flamingo Kid" (1983). His
character, a Brooklyn teen·ager,
falls for the good life and decides
that selling Porsches is better than
going to college.
"The Sure Thing" (J985) is an-
other coming-of-age flick about
two mismatched college students
(John Cusack and 'pre-"Melrose
Place" Daphne Zuniga) who fall in
love while on a cross-country road
trip to LA over spring break. "It
tops everyone's list of great brealc.
movies," said one Critic.
They're back! Somehow,
Frankie and Annette made a c0me-
back., albeit unsuccessful, in 1987
with. "Back. to the Beach." He's
still singing, and she's still wear-
ing polka-dot dresses, but/this silly
beach movie deserves to be buried
in the: sand. Pee·Wee Hennan
cameos in this flick. re-Iiving his
famous actions in underground'
porno theaters. •
Call it a coincidence, but the
cult favorite "Surf Nazis Must
Die" also surfaced in 1987. This
BEACHES, Page 10
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MEMB'ERS NEEDED!
Jim Menzoian, who's going
10 Ihe Bahamas, has his break
planned out. "Lying on the white
beaches. the clear blue water.
and a golden beer in my hand!
Can I just say that I can't wail
to leaveT' Someone is even ven·
turing all the way 10 Italy! ja-
son Marold will be visiting his
girlfriend for a week in Milan.
Whoa! Some people really
know how to spend a vacation!
"I really need a break from lhe
stress of school so I'm going to
Montreal, Canada with some
friends from hom.. Wr: tl>lve <;0
many Ihmgs to sec there. but our
main goal is 10 attend tne $1.
Patrick's Day Parade." explained
Katie McGrath.
And there's always the school
trip 10 Jamaica,
The vacationers will depart on
March 17 and return on the 24th.
Students from schools, such as,
URI, RIC, and Salve Regina will
also accompany RWU students
on this lrip.
Each day there are different
acLivities with special student dis-
counts and pa.rty cruises. Jen
Sousa stated, "I 8ftJ. especially
looking forward to the day trip
where we visit Nigril. We'll be
going around to all the shops and
then the day will end with aZiggy
Marley concert. The whole day
only costs about $50. You can't
bell tbal!"
f
Different breaks
for different folks
Ahhh...Spring Bre'ak. It's lhe
most sacred week of the second
semester; the only chanc7,for stu-
denls to kick back ana relax.
Whelher they are 'soaking up the
rays on the beach or hanging
around their house~ students arc
happy to just get away from cam-
pus.
Among the students ques·
tioned, mOSI replied that they
would be travelin~ to their
homeslates 10 spend time in their
missed homes. Students havedif- .
ferent plans on what they'fC go·
ing to do at home. Pyro Peret.to
stated, "I really need to look for a
summer job. It's bellerthal I look
now because ift wait till summer,
the jobs will all be taken." He's
just another one that realizes the
importance of money.
Josh Levinson is also going
home, but doesn't plan on being
there that often. "Since I live close
to Boston, I plan on hanging out
there a lot and going to the shops
fn Quincy Market. My friends
from RogerWilliams live nearby,
so I'm also hoping to meet them
somewhere, like The Hard Rock
Cafe."
Many students are leaving the
country to explore new cultures
ucllCtivilioL
Lisa McDonough
Staff Writer
Kristen Alger, another worker,
witnessed the Chttker's delivery
person have a raving fit. The
Checker's person came by with an
order for one of the students.
When Kristen called up 10 his
room, there was no answer. The
pizza woman left the scene in an-
ger, withoul giving the student his
pizza. She apparently called his
"room aft~r she left and was very
rude to him. She said, "Now I
waited fdr you, now I am going to
come back, will you wait forme?" ;,
The student came downstairs to·
the vestibule and explained to
Kristen what had happened. So he
gave Kristen his money so that
when the woman came back she
would pay for il. He also asked
thatsbe not be tipped. 1be woman
returned and exchanged the pizza
JJ
The vestibule worker stated, "The
prostitute was a colored lady, with
braided hair and bright pink lip-
stick dressed in black, wearing a
leather mini skirt and high heels.
Soe wasn't very attractive, sl".\c was
hideous!" She expected $200, and
the hockey player only had $100,
so she left angrily, coming back
with her pimp. The· pimp drove
~p in his Lincoln car. The pimp
was a rather large man with hi~
hair slicked back, wearing a pair
of thick glasses. He was wearing
a large chain around his neck and
had on a lot of gold rings. Also,
he was wearing a t)rown> polyester
shirt, with the top button open.
"He looked as if he were som~
thing straight out of the Mafia,"
stated a vestibule worker. One of
the students friends ended up COy·
eri
Julie Smith
Staff Writer
Tales from the Vestibule
1bc vestibule has been around
since the fall scmeSlerof 1995 and
already has made quite a reputa-
tion forthe people who?lork there.
Stories have been told from pros+
litutes, (0 pimps. and about how
the Checker's pizza delivery lady
broke down in hysterics.
Silting behind a desk, monitor-
ing the students who walk in and
OUI of Cedar. calling their rooms
when lhcir delivery has arrived,
what could a person working at the
vestibule possibly witness? Ifyour
curiosity has piqued then slay
tuned for Tales from the Vestibule.
The people who work at the
vestibule sit behind a desk inside
a window watching the Cedar Hall
residents go to and from their
donn. On some occasions the job
can be boring and on others the job
can get pretty interesting. On the
days in which the yeslibule is'
quiet, lhe vestibule workers tend
to socialize with others and get·
some of their studies done. On
days that the vestibule tends 10 get.
rowdy and people get out of con·
trol, the workers of the vestibule
.call security to bring the situation
to an end.
One worker tells the story about
watching a prostiLute and her pimp
enter the vestibule. A member of
the hockey team had allegedly
called a rostitute for "initiation."
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Beaches
ASE Certified
Master Technician
1111 <E§)Appro,ved Auto
Repair
1111 6 month, 6,000 Mile
Warranty
1111' Com~lete Automotive
Repair
.
We Fix Your Car Right The First Time.
595 Melacom Ave. Warren' 247-2772
M-F 8'106· Sal 8 10 4
49 Molding sty1e
SO rrlle
51 Bull: Sp
S3 Ditto
54 Ireland
SS Tapered luck
58 Negative
n s
" >
ANSWERS
."
, y
44 Woman
4S Sounded like ac.,
47 Dinnerware
maker
49 Eccentric
wheels
"
8 High cards
9 Unknown pel·
"'"10 Climber's need
11 Muslim priest
12 CoIumbus'ship
13 First garden
2t Prong
23 Sign gas
26 Mate servant
27 Ove~ad
28 Basketball play'
"29 Lila-sustaining
30 Angered
31 GoUdubS
32 From then unlil
now
33 Loathes
35 Swamp bild
39 Disappeared
39 British novetisl
<11 DlIite cabinel
42 Peel
o 1ll9! 1.bn! MI'diIo s.nnc... In("
A~ rVh 'nent«l
..
..
Alick Le 'tang
Greg Tate
Rap Writer Mugs
Is Hip Hop dead? Or is it just chillin'?
DOWN
t Russian nJlel
2 Roign
3 Poem styfe
4 Educated guess
5 leave
6 Send OUI 01 the
'al,mlry
7 Wide space
ACROSS
1 Baobab or yew
5 French painter
10 Cable
,. Has a meal
15 Precise
16 SUfrounded by
17 landed
18 Musician
t 9 Cop9f1hagen clt·
Izen
20 Musical offering
22 Characte' In
fairy tales
24 Mud
25 Onee cale<:!
26 Unoccupied
29 Charge taken on
bels
34Ebh
35 WafT*19 slgnal
36 Inlel
37 Theater section
38 Ballot CBster
39 Set of type
40 Adam's mate
.. t Unit of capaci-
lane.
42 -de leon
43 Depot
45 Analytes glam·
mallcally
46 Actress
MacGraw
47 Doubtless
48~etition
52 honed
56 Culture medium
57 Fete
59 scartett's home
60 ShOO note
61 Wear gradualy
62 Arabian ruler
63 Observed
64 Lavished affec-
lion
65 Tom
Continued from Page 8
low-budget Troma film plugs it-
keep you grooving till you drop. self with the words. '"The beaches
Method Man is just too good. have become battlefields, the
In other lenns • he is MASSIVE. waves are a war zonc .. ." and fca-
He has stepped into a different tures the usual beach movie es-
:r world. broadening his roads with sentials and a twist: sand. sun,5 Hip-Hop as we his latest duet with reggae star nuclear radiation.know it dead? In Capellon in Wings ofth~ Morning. 1be year 1989 saw two new1968 trumpeter This New Yorker came on the beach movies, "Weekend .Ill
Lester Brown concocted a skit chartsonlylwoyearsago.itscems Bemie's," with kids Andrew
where heanswered the samequcs- like he's been around forever. McCarthy and Jonathan
lion of jazz with the rejoinder: On first laying eyes on him. me Silverman cavorting on the beach
'That depends 00 whalyou !mow:' words of his songs seemed so far with a stiff, aDd "Shag-The
.., bring the pain- by Method fetchOd. yet 1look at him now and Movie~"whkh stars Phoebe Cates
Man, rapper of Wutang Clan. il- Jhey were like the words of a and others ~Yeling in the fun of
luslrales what young men in lhe prophet, predicting the fUiure. If Ixachside beauty pageants and
rap industry have to do to stay your looking for one of his best dance contests.
alive. iams. }'ourllill tleed, the duct with Entcrlhe 19905 and even more
, Rap has come along way Irom Mary J. Slige, is still available. chic beach movies, a la "Beverly
the bxk in the days. Where the Lastly, the boyz are back with Hills 90210:' Patrick Swayze
faster you rhymed the beller you an even belter album which will Stanio with Kanu Ree\'CS as the ul-
were consicJcred. knock your boots off. Kriss Kross limate surfer dude in -Point
Rap has topped the music is back singing making Gs so Break_" Uk it's his karma to
chans across the world since it hit blow lip on these the latest club find the perfecl wave, dude.
theStrcelS. Rapslarsarenolonger jam. Robin Hood Kevin Costner's
men in I.hcirmid twenties, they are If you don't remember who "Waterworld:' currently number
now women and children born Are you ready? H~·L.Q\:l!'rlheduet And by the way, look out for theyare,justlhinkbacktothcirlast one on the "Top Video Releases"
with.lhe talent of rhythmic flow. with BoyzU Men came out with a the laleSt remix of Brandy's., Sit- bilsJumpJump and I Miss the Ow. list, is an atypical beach movie.
Howc\'er. as mainstream as rap has driving force which paved the road ti"g up in my Room, a duel with Ifyou thought those wcre thejams 1bere may be no beach in this
become, there are still mixed re· rorthc rest ofL.L's album. On his LL. It's the Bomb! Ihink again. Their entire album is flick (in fact, the entire wand is
actions to it. latest album, there arc just two Tupac Shakkur, oeverseems to great from cover to cover. submerged), bullhere's still sun,
Nowwehavc.Gangswrropand jams which have been turning the phase, youjUSI can't help buying When Hip Hop can't be sold waves and beautiful people. It
/lip-Hop, the difference· a few heads of all radio lisleners. Doin his albums. Despite the fact that like fast food, maybe a revitalized cost nearly $200 million to make
curse words and derogatory stale- It and I Shot Ya are following the the album was due out a month underground will emerge again. • but ilS only a few dollars to rent.
menlS. My definition of rap is as tl3cks of Hey ~·u. ago, it was something to wail for. Look out for more educational So as you wa\'e goodbye to
follows: "Rap is none other than a If you have not heard of any of 1don't really have to tell you how info on artislS of today from your your classmates, don't cry.
ropid acumULJting pop style with lhese hilS, yOUT missing out. Trust good il is. do I? Just liSlen to his Back 2 Bass X DJs, Slick and Q- Sunny skies, beachballs. and greal
a good beat." the man, Mr. Smith and Get Do song Califomitl Love with Dr. Ore Dawg, and the fabulous trio at ocean waves are only a video
LL Cool J with his new Mr. Drop On 'Em will also make the andyoudecideifhisjamsarestill Two. Catch our Sunday shows slore away. And if you don't h3ve
Smith joint is back again better charts. Remember you heard it that 1'heentirealbum is filled with from 10 a.m to 5 p.m. Keep it real a VCR, don't worry. 'There's aJ·
f:::ha:::~'--''';a=!!-='::'C'::'i1:,,1hwc=ros=·:'''syo:::~:..o:::~=tr:''-''_d.::n",-g!:h='=he:::,.::e~-=rt=om:::..:th::;:::,.::m:::u:-;g:..'__-':"':2yth=m::;C:":j~~Pm"'.that;;''''_-''_.'''.".! '''''_'''''_iiiiwaYs "BaYWll'Cih_."iiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Disabled Learning benefits
help students to compete
•
Bette's Finishing Touch
•
me desperately looking for an-
swers. A lotoflhem had nol been
documented until college because
of the hanlcr work load."
LO students experience many
diffICulties. One is the process-
ing of information. 'There arc in-
consistent discrepancies between
in-class and test differeoces.
Another is the processing of
language. This effects their abil-
ity 10 underStand and follow di-
rections and they may even ap-
pear to be inattenlive.
Other LO sludents have weak~
nesses in their automatic memory.
They struggle 10 remember letter
formations, malh facts. days of
the week. and months. 1bese are
all disuaeting to classroom per-
forrnanceand that is where the 00-
commodalions come in.
"I have never used my disabil-
ity as an excuse or 10 my advan-
lage, because there is no advan-
tage. I struggle every day 10 learn
and I look al some people who
learning comes easy to, and I am
jealous ofthem. Why in the world
would Ihey be jealous of my
struggle?" s.taled an unnamed
StudenL
Another student said that "If I
did DOl ha\"C lheaccommodations,
like note takus and untimed tests,
I would not be able to be where I
am. IIOW. ia coUcae and doing
n.
Ihat range from visual and audi-
tory perception and integration to
motor coordinalion.
Basically. the learning dis·
abled have a neurological based
diffICulty that causes them to pr0-
cess language in a different way.
This neurological disability·is
most often nOliced in the class-
room, however is is not that ap-
parent so that lhose with the dis·
ability can be nOliced in class by
classmales.
RWU has aboul 225 LD stu·
dents, which is preuy typical ofall
colle~es and universilies. This is
the same al I\lY League schools
also, according 10 Gillin.
Gillin believes her students are
struggling to Ieam and do not use
their disability as an excuse. 'They
just wanl help so they can~
at cbia uaivcaity.
_ 1ft
RWU has about
225 Learning
Disabled
students, typical
of all colleges
and universities
We also have muffJns. scones.
brownies and cookies daDy as well as
Ba8e1 Wheels. Ba8e1 Chips and Power Bars.
We serve a variety of flavorful coffees
daily to fit all tastes.
10°6 OFF YOUR
. PURCHASE WITH
VALID COLLEGE II'
Open Monday thru Ffi,day
6a.m. to 3p.m.
Saturdays.
7a.m. to 2p.m.
Sundays
7a.m. to Ip.m.
FANTASTIC BAGELS II
DELI/GOURMET COFFEE
644 Metacom Ave.
Warren, R.I. 02885
401-247-269.0
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LOOt at the top of their tests. This
is because the LO students that
are in that class have grammar
and spelling problems, so if there
~ a lot on their tesl their grades
will noc. suffer.
Early registration is so that LD
students are not locked OUI Qf
classes that they need at a certain
time. 1beir class schedule is di·
rectly related to how they learn.
People with ADD, attention
defieil disorder, have a problem
sitting: throui!h classes back to
back. especially hour-and-a-half
classes.
All of these accommodations
are required under the law. Sec-
tion 504 of the Americans With
DisabiJity Act states that you can-
nol discriminate against disabled
people. Everyone will have equal
oppol1unities to learn.
'''Jbese accommodations jusl
even everything out and it makes
learning equal for all students,
Gillin staled.
There was a study done that
gave studenls without learning
disabililies a timed test and an
untimed lesL 'The unlimed test
showed a I percent improvement
rate. The same two tests were
given to LD students. They
showed a 40 percent impro\le~
..-.....
1bere are dirf"deul disabfftde5
hooked on the door, the door
slampled shut, and Perry was
locked out. Because it was the I 1-
3 a.m. shift. the book of numbers
wasn't around. Perry had to wait
around so Ed had to wait around
for about forty-five minutes for
someone to let him in.
Another story Perry witne$SCd
was a pizza delivery man who
locked the keys into his car in the
middle of the winter. After he
came back from delivering the
pizza he then realized what had
howe.....·
So the delivery man asked ifhe
could use the veslibule phone to
call his manger to pick him up and
drive him back to his house. to get
the extra set of keys.
Perry explained to the man thai
OUI of campus calls don't go
through, and that the man would
have to waJk to the nearest pay
phone which was next to Maple.
So the delivery man asked
Perry and his friend Paul to watch
his car while he made the call.
When the man came back from
making his call, two klds were try-
ing to break into the man's car.
The man ran toward the lwO kids
and scared them off.
Strange things usually occur
between the unusual shifts of 11-
3 a.m. So if anyone is loolcing
for a job of excitement. then sign
up to work at the vestibule.
Perry concluded."lf I had a
dime for every Mohawk. purple
haired weUdo I saw 10 tbrouJb
-,_I-Wberidlr
1096 student discount
Home of the "officia1" RWU
"Good Luck Gift Pack"
We have a full line of
roses. cut flowers.
plants. Bift & Bourmet
baskets of all types.
------,
NOT:
INEW:
IBvt.8$ :
576 Wood St.
Bristol,
253-3684
get 'tan tor SprinB-Break
.4t
PJ's TANNING
(jooding plaza, J3ristol
253-7378
eollege Special
$4 a visit
With Valid College ill
6 Visits $20
10 Visits $30
And Mention of This Ad
Cedar's stories
• Contin.udjrom Page 9
for the money. She expected to
keep the change but Kristen told
her that the customer did not want
to leave a tip. She went ranting
on about how this is the way she
makes her living.
When she left the guy came
down to get his pizza and every-
onc told him what the pizza
woman said about him. So be
called Olecker's pizza complain-
ing about the service and told them
everything she did and said.
Checkers apologized and said the
customer is-always right.
To add insult to injury, Check-
ers had the woman come back and
deliver the student anodier free
pizza 10 make up for her poor be~
havior.
She came back with another
pizza complaining about how they
got her in trouble. TIlen she brou
down in hysterics crying, "My
mother jusldied, Ijust slipped and
fell on ice, my car wasjusl stolen.
and I haw: a sprained ankle." 1be
people watching this gathen:d
around the vestibule so the woman
wouldn't give the workers any
more problems. A few days later
Kristen found out that the woman
Wa! fired.
Another vestibule worker, Ed
Perry told of a few situations that
happened to him. One time he was
on the fifth floor of Cedar lending
out hU keys to a visitor that needed
to get in. After he threw his keys
to the visitor, the visitor then threw
the keys back.. lut iOSlelld they JOI.
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Martial Arts Club
invites new styles
The Ride Board is a
serVice for students
Lisa McDonough
Donna Zakszewski
Staff Writers
D o you want to know how10 relieve stress. improve,
your health, defend yourself, and
IClim how to allack everyday prob-
lems? if )'ou do, then join the
Martial Arts Oub. •
h combines aerobic W()f"kout in
a disciplined manner. All new
members nre welcome. even
people with lillie or no experience.
The advisor, Jim Morris, who
is an alumni of RWU, has been
wilh the program for 7 years. If
you wanl to join, the .sessions are
held Mon-Thu from 8:00 to 10:00
at night.
Improving your health and gel-
ting in shape are just a few ben-
efits. Sires..; relief and self-defense
are big faclors. Senior Nikki
Duprey is a new member who re-
cently joined. "'The advisor and
his assistanl. Fred Foley, con,
vinced me to join to control my
anger so I wouldn't break things."
In this club, you'Uleam about
control Ihrough meditation in a
isciplined structure.
"Participating has helped me
bring balance between school and
other activities," explains President
Chantelle Giguere.
Another benefit is the laid back
atmosphere and the welcoming of
new styles.
'~Ihing I like the best is how
it's not at all strict and ii'S just as
good as a dojo, with no cost,"
Slates Treasurer J-D Corsom.
Styles used are represented
from countries, such as Gennany,
Brazil, and Etliiopia. The club is
always open to all styles, as well
as levels of experience.
It is based on Shotokan Karate,
which offers a solid foundatton for
a beginning Manial Artist.
"Each style has iI'S own
strengths and weaknesses, and a
person has to find the one they are
most comfortable with," stales ad-
visor Jim Moms. Experience is
not needed.
"In Ihis organization. a belt is
just something to hold up your
pants. It doesn't show that you're
beller than anyone else," explains
assistant Fred Foley.
Unfortunately. fonner presi-
denl Ken Skelley, had 10 recently
resign as president.
"I couldn't give enough time
needed to be presidcnl because of
other priorities, but I'm still in-
volved as secretary:'
He had four years of previous
experience. and wanled to stick
with it.
So, if you need a break from
yout daily routine, why not check
out the Martial Arts Club?
Napkins
Continuedfrom Page 4
·'It shows questions are getting
fttdback. and it provides an easy
method f~ everyone to give their
input," said Palmer. He also finds
it FUN to read!
Cafeteria worker Gem Uma
agrees that ·'the napkin board is 3
grrat idea: making all the students
voices heard."
"If they keep up with it and
truly value lheopinions voiced by
the student body then it is deli·
!1itelY a good idea." said sopho-
more Chrissie Rondano.
She also Slales that "there's
usually a lack of communicatiOfl
between the dinning services and
the students but now thai the Nap-
kin Board is in effcct we have lhc
chance 10 relate:'
Ben Colafrancesco loves 10 re-
spond 10 the writers of the ques·
tions and commenls left on the
board. He writes back on the
printed white paper and posts it up.
"I do nOI write back to anything
Ihal is inappropriate or not signed
though."statcd Ben firmly. So
make sure you sign your name!
Recycling the l13pkins also comes
in to play.
Instead.of just throwing away
unused napkins recycle them by
leaving a message on the Napkin
Board. This is the students chance
to give their honest feedback..
If you have a question, a com-
ment, or if you'd like to leave a
recipe for the dining services it is
encouraged thal as you leave, tack
a napkin to the board!!
Donna Zaksszewski
StaffWriler
Take advantage of the newly
designed ride board.
The image of the ride board
was changed this past fall 10 meet
the needs of more students al the
request of Karen Haskall, Dean of
Students.
Tony Ferreira developed the
new design to make it easier for
residents and commuters 10 use.
The ride board is located in the
Student Unioo to provide residents
and commuters easy access to it.
The ride board consists ofone
form far rides needed and anolher
form for rides to give.
Several maps are posled on the
board to make location references
easier.
Anyone can request a ride
home, to work or even 10 the
store. The board is there for any-
one who needs to be somewhere
and does nOI have a way 10 get
Ihere.
The ride board has had a prob-
lem with vandalism. TIle maps,
pens and clipboards have been
laken.
Tony Ferreira has been replac-
ing these ilems, bul he says, "that
il only hwts the sludents, not him
when these thefts occur."
The ride board provides a
great opportunity for freshmen,
upperclassmen, and commuters
10 get where they need to go.
Take advantage of this serviCe.
"Dance for Life" to be held at RWU
Sunday night mass in the CSD
make the same money, we don't
think thai is fair, that's what we're
trying to avoid with the merit sys-
tem'.
1lle employees interviewed by
Th~ Hawk's Ey~ were under the
impression lhat they spoke on be-
hal( ofthe majority of their fellow
co-workers, Schipper disagrees:
1bose who are trying to union-
ize are 3' small. vocal group of
employees with a history of hav-
ing disagreements with the man-
agement because~ management
was simply doing their job, enforc-
ing the rules." "Iftbey had a pr0b-
lem they could of always come io
us", said Schipper.
"We came to them several
times. and each time it gOI us no
where" said Tom Camara, a fiVe
year veleran of Ihe departmenl
who eurrently is acook with much
seniority. "I don'l think that most
emplClfttS feel thai they are get-
ting a raw deal" said Schipper.
Camara responded with: "He's ten
miles offcourse ifhe believes thai,
for us to even have come this far
we've gotten the consent of a lot
or good poople",
Whether the two sjdes can
reach an agreemenl or nol is un-
detenmned. After the vote comes
many employees are wonied that
if the vote doesn't corne out in fa-
vor of unionization thai they will
be given a ''hard time" by the man-
agemenL "By having a union ev-
eryone is forced to go by the ruks,
both the workers and the manage-
ment, everyone's equal" said
Caman.
Continu~d From Pag~ J
paring the food. "The whole thing
has been building up for years
now. it's simple, we just wanl
equal treatment, I don't think
thal's unreasonable."
Two yeaB ago the management
instituted a syslem of merit in .
whtch the employees are annually
evaluated by their supervison and
receive a raise accOfding to that
evaluation.
Several employees mentioned
a fellow worker named John
Pacl>coo who allegedly had.pr0b-
lematic leg which caused him 10
absent from work 011 different
occastons. According to me work-
ers Mr. Pacheco allegedly received
a poor evaluation and subse-
quent.ly no raise because he appar-
ently wasn't one of the
manage men I's' "favorites".
Michael Schipper, VK:e President
of Human Resources commented
by saying: "We feel it is inappro-
priate to discuss individual situa-
tions".
In f.acl no one from the Dining
Services Management actually
wanled to talk about the malter
personally.
Instead they shipped all ques-
tions to Mr. Schipper, who gra-
ciously spoke on behalf of the
management staff. "We feel dw
Food Services does not need to be
represented by a union because it
is only management themselves
that can grant the workers any-
thing" said Schipper. Schipper
also thoughl thaI: "In a union,
both the best and worst workers
Dining Service employees
fight to fonn a Unionnice to see a permanent chapel on
the campus."
1lJe students felt the same way.
"'This is such a great service to the
sludents, it is extremely benefi-
cial:' said Kathy Kolek, a s0pho-
more Senalor.
Courtney Mulligan, a freshman
said, "lhe mass is convenient, es-
pecially for those who do not have
access 10 a car:'
Father Gorton encourages slu-
dents who atlend regularly to let
others know about the mass.
So round up a group of your
friends and come celebrate on
Sunday nights at 8:30 in the CSD!
University, we don't wanl to look
like we're involved only in our-
selves. We want to give something
back to the community, and it is a
great cause 10 get involved in."
The Hawk's Eye was also
proud to help sponsor the event.
"We wanted to help as much as we
could. We think it's a great idea
and we hope people will contrib-
ute both their time and energy for
the benefit of people with cancer,"
said Josh Milchell. Editor-in-
Chief.
This 24-hourevent will feature
sounds from country western to
rock n' roll. a nighl for all ages.
Ifanyone woukllike tojoin the
conunittee. be a sponsor, a dancer,
..DC would just like to auend, you
can contact Karen Williams at the
American Cancer Society al 1-
800-ACS-2345.
April 20th
in the Gym
"The time, 8:30 p.m. is ex-
tremely convenient, especially if
you are anything like me, who has
trouble with waking up in the
morning," said senior Don
Williamson.
The church. St. Mary of the
Bay, is located in Warren and do-
nates their service of goodwill to
the RWU community by having
two priests come to perform the
mass - IwO priests switch off each
week.
"Mass is very worthwhile for
students, but I would like to see
more participale," said Father
TImothy Gorton. "II would be
'The list of sponsors for Ihe
event Irows by the day. The
Hawk's Eye, as well as Student
Senale are included in this group.
Andy White, President of Stu'-
denl Senate said, "We fell that as
the Senate, a representative of the
ous woman who does all thaI she
can for the community. I decided
(0 wodc. on this project 10 try and
give something back 10 her that she
endlessly gives to others".
Kelly Scafariello
Staff Writer
So it's Sunday and you're
Catholic. You wanl to attend
church, yel you have no way of
gelling there, unless ofcourse you
hot wire a friend's car or take the
"famous" shuule bus. Does that
sound a bit inconvenient? Yes!!
. 'There is a solution 10 this di-
lemma. RWU offers to students,
an opportunity to attend mass in
the Center fo~ Student Develop-
ment building located across from
Cedar Hall every Sunday evening
aI8:3O.
Melissa LeComte
StaffWriler
On Friday,April20, the fIrstannual "Dance forUfe" is
scheduled to take place in the
Paolino Recrealion Center.
This 24-hour danee-a-Ihon is to
supp<X1" lhe Rhode Island Chap<e<
of the American Cancer Society.
Sheila Morris-Sardina, owner of
local florist 'Crimson & Oover' is
chairperson of the event:
She has worked with a number
ofpeople in a benefit in which she
hopes will bring everyone in the
community logether as they work
10 fight in the battle against can-
w,
Junior Evan King is a member
of the committee to organize the
.. event. "Sheila is a caring, geoer-
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Computer Center integrates E-mail and Internet
.,
Continued from Po.g~ I internet thai combines text and pie-
la me students who use these ca- lures. It brings business, govern-
pabilities to increase their educa- ment all althe touch of a keyboard
tion. and a mouse.
"This was a massive transi- According to PC Magazine the
lion," said Ron Black. RWU's top len Web sites arc Apple.
chiefinfonnatiooofficer. "Wehad Compaq. Digital. Hewleu~
10 test it OUI and make sure it Packard. LBM. Intel, Microsoft,
worked before it went inlO use." NeXT. NoveU. and Browserwatch.
1be changes have come since '[be internet system ilSc:lf is an
Anthony Santoro look over as "alpha" system. Itrunsoffitsown
RWU president. server that was much different
"President Santoro is lechnol~ • from the old system.
logy based," said Black. "He giYes'~ The old system ran off Brown
us the ability to acquire technol- University's internet site and con-
ogy and my staff and I make it mined Wordperfect.
work." '''The Wordperfect program run-
"Originally, the plafl.w~ SUp" ning off of the old Data General
posed 10 go into process for the systems made the computers
beginning of the year. However, slow;' said Black. "When the
to make sure it worked correctly, computers at Brown went out with
the process to:ok longer. We also the rainstonn, so did the comput-
wanted to take the time and made ers at RWU. 1be new system runs
sure it fit the student need," said through 'Logon America' which is
Black. a local internet provider. Wrt is
"We had to do it one step at a more then two times faster than the
time:' said Sean Platt,' Unix and old system;' said Black.
E-mail administrator. Black said the tenninals on
... However. in the end Platt and which the students do E-mail and
Black believe the II or 12-hour the Internet are "dumb tenninals."
days the team put in to get the sys- Tbere are no graphics for these
tern underway were well worth it. tenninals. The decision to move
With these changes, RWu stu- the Word Processing tenninals to
dents will enter the world of the the PC's was based on the idea that
Web. Nielson ratings reported the internet and E-mail would be
over 37 Million Americans have much quicker.
access to the lnemeL With the new The RWU system is based on
alpha system the Web is free. PC technology. which many stu-
America On Line, Compuserve, dents are already familiar with.
and Pm::Iigy all have fees. '''There might be an explosion
A Web site is a place on the of PC's coming into the school
next year," said Platt.
With the notion that the donns
are now connected, students will
want to buy computers and have
them in their dorm room. Students
will be able 10 only hook up to the
school with the proper software,
said PlatL The softwlR is not that
expensive and it can go onto the
tuition bill.
Platt said the team is adding that
software to about 25 computers •
week to -allow the donn connec·
tions.
Graphics for the Internet are
also being added in the PC class-
rooms. 'Thev will have full capa·
bility for allinternel procedures.
Also in the works is a plan to
add another 10 or 12 dummy ter-
minals. The computer center
hopes to have "dial up" working
and installed by April).
AS well as these additions the
University, through student in-
terns, is developing its own Web
pages. By April 15, the new sites
will be in operation.
In the past the web sites were
used as a recruiting tool; now they
are being used as a tool for the stu-
dents tbemselves,.said Black.
Even with the changes, the
Computer Center is keeping its
stance on not charging a computer
fee. Tbey also believe that when
you look at othercampuses within
our ate_ that these other schools are
charging for paper. That is not the
case at RWU. Black. and Plan
boda aarecd CbI1 with the rosa of
tuition, there is no real reason to
add a lab fee.
As for the future, Black said,
"Teleconferences and many other
things could be used as an educ.·
tional tool. but they won't take the
place of education;' said ·Black.
WIn the future, lap-top computers
could be treated like a required
text. From there, the student could
connect with everything. It is a real
possibility."
Students have had mixed reac-
tions to the changes.
"The faculty have it beuer,"
said Laurel Wimmerstedt, ajunior
Historic Preservation major.
However, Samantha Bohlinger
said, "It is a major improvement
with the whole entire system.
They made it easier with the addi-
lion of the address boot.- Usc of
the Web is mandatory for HP ma-
jors.
Justin Koehler, a freshman said,
".Iike the system. but Jjust don't
like the monitors."
Most ofthe students would like
to see the images that the Web has
to offer and they soon will be able
to. They will be able to do this
either from their own personal
computer or with the uJ?C of the
PC's in SB222 and SB223.
''The system is hard to get used
to." said Karen Maday, aBusiness
major. "Being a senior and only
having one semester to get used to
it isn't really easy."
Freshman Brian LaPierre said,
"I used it for the first time a couple
of weeks ago. 11 was fun. I talk to
some of my friends for free. I ba-
sically use it for E-mail."
•
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
International Cultural Holidays. a European organimtion with headquarters in Amsterdam. will
be conducting a summer program at Roger Williams University during July/August 1996. The
program attendees are European high school and college students ages 15-23. Positions are
available for a program director and several program assistants/instructors. Responsibilities
include:
- Supervise and assist with program activities
- Lead classroom learning sessions
- Coordinate field trips
- Assist with the overall administration of the program
Interested individuals should be:
- Well organized and able to make presentations in front ofa
group.
- Outgoing.with excellent communications skills.
Courses in education and/or experience with youth programs a plus.
•
For consideration please submit your reswne or the following infonnation to the Conference.
Department located on the first floor of the Student Union by March 25. 1996. A representative
from International Cultural Holidays will be on campus March 28/29, 1996 to conduct
interviews.
Name Age Class _
Major _
Address Telephone # _
Briefly list eduCation/work experience.
Executive Board: President Andy White. Secretary Melissa CaccavaTO,
Vice President Dana Ahobello & Treasurer Lance Hashim
our
Joanne Amoruso & Eric Doimally
Recent Accomplishments .
*Co·sponsored & organized annual elul
& Organizatioo Fair, with Dept. of
Student Activities, where a record
number ofstudents attended and \
enliSted into clubs and organizations .
•
·Co-sponsored first annual Midnight \.
Madness at RWU
·Created & funded the renovation of
"That Place" to The Other Place. with a
matching contribution from President
Santoro
·Co-sponsored a Chameleon Club with
The Campus Entertainment Network
·Continue to allocate funds to aU clubs
and organizations
·Recognized 5 Dew Clubs (Habitat for
Humanity, S.AD.D., Poetry, Mountain
Biking, Model Uoited Nations)
·Continued work with Security on
parking issues
·Continued to aid students in appealing
parking tickets
...Aided in creating & expanding the
RWU shuttle service
"'Helped institute Handicap accesSt"bility
on RWU shuttle service
·Continued to award an annual
scholarship to a RWU student of
outstanding achievement
• Aided in creating Class ranking
·Continued representation ofthe student
body at the University Curriculum
Committee meetings
·Held annuallnduetioD Ceremony for
the Executive boards of all clubs &
organizations
-Organization of the Arinual Protection
Day
-Organized Christmas Toy Drive in aid
of local orphanage
·Co-sponsored annual chorus Many
Moods of Christmas concert in Bristol
-Annual cootribution towards
Thanksgiving Twkey basket drive in
aid of less fortunate families
-Recreated Environmental Action
Coalition and aided in the design ofa
comprehensive recycling program for
RWU ,
-Contributed towards the Multicultwal
Student Union Film Festival
·Contributed towards the Volunteer
Center's Alternative Spring Break in aid
ofhelping less fortunate famili~s
our
Senate in Session:
The weekly meetings are open to
anyone from the RWU community.
where you can express your opinions
on the various issues being discussed
•
Kim Barlowe & .
Current &: Future Goals
'Planning annual Safety Week
·lncreasing Senate Visibility
.Increase student involvement in clubs &.
organizations
.Contributing to the American Cmcer
Society's Danee-a.thoD in aid of raising
money for cancer research
-Researching the validity ofhaving a
Greek system al RWU
·Working with Dining services to
improve services &. possibly extend
dining hours
'_8queIiIy of aervices 1\
administrative offices (i.e. Registrar,
Bursar, Financial Aid etc)
-Representing student input into
Administrationls plan to institute
inandatory winter intercession
-loput into raising academic standards
-Establish guidelines to ensure higher
levels of mstruction by facuhy & staff
-Ensuring tb.a~ student opinions based
upon faculty surveys are properly
accounted for
·Organizing activities to increase school
spirit
• Assisting in the Orientation program for
incoming students
"Assisting in the continuing success of
The Other Place (i. e. extended hours,
new furniture, more programming etc)
*Raising awareness of the new recycling
program & environmental issues
·Continuing to work with the Athletics
Dept. to improve facilities, setvices &
obtaining ofnew equipment
• And any other future student concerns
(These can be addressed ai- Senate
meetings held al 6:30pm every Mooday
in the Senate Office, located in the
lower floor of the Student Union or by
contacting any ofyour senators
persooally)
Student Affairs Chair - Antonio Marcellino
MondiButterwonh & Heather CuIp
Slephanie Giangrande, Kathy Kolek & Jeon Maursky
Doug Sipiora, Mark Strati, Ray Sullivan
&AnnMiUer
•
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Happy GilrilOre mocks Golf and makes laughs
Chris Trimble
Amanda Faist
Love Writers'
Ii olfisagameofmentaltoughness and self control. Golf is like an, it
is impossible to be perfect. Adam
Sandler's new movie Happy
Gilmare is a perfect example of
this.
Sandler plays a hockey player
who has a goal to play professional
hockey. He is a tough basLard, with
a powerful slapshot. Happy is al-
ways bragging that he is the only
person ever 10 take his skate offand
try to kill someone.
Happy never makes it 10 the
pros because there is one minor
problem - he can', skate for shit.
The plot of this hilarious movie
is (hat Happy's grandmother hasn't
paid her taxes in nearly twenty
years, which in return helps Happy
find a hidden talent.
Due to a challenge by tworepo
men. Happy picks up his
grandfather's old golf clubs and
drives a ball over four-hundred
yards_ Happy is convinced to play.
professional golf and after a few
tournaments he realizes he can
earn enough money to payoff
taxes in order to get his
grandmother's house back.
In his little adventure on the
PGA tour, he runs into a cocky tour
veteran, Shooter McGavin, who is
a complete asshole. Shooter is be-
lieved to be one of the top players
on the tour throughout the movie,
and do anything to earn a victory..
Happy Gilmore's view towards
golf in the movie is rather amus-
ing. For instance, one scene he
jokingly says "I'd kick Ill)' own ass
if I was caught wearing pants like
those:' He isn't the ordinary, pic-
ture-perfect golfer.
He tries to playa relaxing sport
with a hockey "goon:' menlality.
This mentality is shown by 'the
throwing of golf clubs, his quick
temper by beating up the specta·
to'S.
Shooter McGavin feels Happy
should be thrown off the tour for
his unprofessional behavior. How-
e\ler, Happy is a crowd f<\vorite and
brought a new meaning golf.
hi 'another scene, Sandler is
playing in a Pro-Am with.celelr
rily game show hOSI, Bob Barker.
During the round he is constantly
being nagged by one particular
spectator by being called a "jack-
ass".
Bob Barker believes Happy
Gilmore sucks at golf, this pisses
off Happy and they begin LO fight.
He tells Bob Barker, ''1be price is
wrong, bitch!", but Happy then
gels his ass kicked.
As the movie progresses,
Gilmore learns more about the
proper etiquette of golf and how'
to control his temper.lfthese new
aclions aren't met, he will be
thrown off the tour.
TIle two people that will help
him change completely are ex-pro-
golfer, Chubbs, and the tour.> pub-
lic relations director.
In. Happy Gilmore, Adam
Sandler is outrageously funny and
tries to shtlw a different perspec-
tive of golf which is liked by all.
He is continually growing fast
as a movie actor and soon will ~
placed in the category of top co-
median actor in the near future.
We definitely enjoyed this
movie with a different view to-
wards golf and highly recommend
this to all sports fans.
It was great watching Sandler
show thal golf is more than a bor-
ing game, with old people wear·
ing funny clothes. We give it two
clubs up!
Cherry
Orchard
"Cherry Orchard" played at
lhe Performing Arts Center on
Friday, March 8 in front of a
pretty full house. The play, by
Anton Chckhov, is set in late 19th
Century Russia and is about tbe
lale of a land-owning woman
who own a cherry orchard and is
in danger of losing itdue [0 debt
and generous bUI frivolous
spending. She bad been in Paris
for five years and final! y returned
home to Russia where she
learned of impending auctioning
of the land. She reunites with her
friends and family and they try
10 figure out a way to keep their
eslate.
TIle characters are witty and
well brought to life. Director Pe-
ter Wright did an outstandingjob,
as did the rest of the technical and
support crew.
This production was espe-
cially memorable for two seniors
who chose this playas their se-
nior project. 1be two seniors,
Karen McCaffrey, who plays the
landowning woman, and Jenifer
L. Brady, who plays her adopted
daughter, both turned in strong
performances. Another outstand-
ing perfonner was Johnathon
Bashford, who played a student
intellectually ahead of everyone
else. The entire cast deserved
acclamations for their efforts.
We can definitely count on see-
ing more great stuff.
Ra Sullivan
Conditions;
,
". ,$950 .;....,.
Almeida Rate.
Below costs include 011 utilities, coble, data line,
phone service, ond come fumished. A deduction
of $25 monthly -.;11 be taken if l"'" want the
apartment unfumi~. All rotes quoted ore per
apartment.
O_B.droom~'
Avoilalil.J"r one sludirii:
SIondord rotes ore the one semester leases at
$900 monthly r... one bedroom and $850 r... two
bedroom, Reductions are given for twelve month
and two "" lea.... A ""cIiarge ;, added r...
monthly lea .
Questions?...contact the Deportment
of StudentLife, 254-3161.
••
FINANCIAL AID FACT
Fat" furk infonnotian conbd SIudent Finonciol Aid
25A-3100.
DID YOU KNOW:
"YOOJr estimcn.d cost of atNndanc. can b. odiusr.d
10 n&c:t the actvoI charges for residing in A1me1do
housing OJ oppos.d 10 a conservative avel"OgII cost
for community living. YOOJr financial aid awards con
bei~ 10 m.eI the higher housing~ that
c-. OJIOciaMd wilh living in Almeida. Your award,
con obo be odjw.d for a 12 mont+, cantroct gi.....n
!hot .... c::harsJes, are oue:ued over the ocademtc
,.....
I I
'0 ternotive
•
"Beginning March 11. J.2!M you can
reserve space in Almeida by submitting a
$250 deposit to the Bursar"
In order 10 pnl\'ide!he~~, aD
opa~ will b.1eoMd bcMd an one penon P"'"
bednxm. bceprians wiU be comi<Mred at the
wrilM1 rwquest of a Jlud.n.
'*-roIy~ wil b. haus.ed in the 200,
300, CII'ld 400 bui_l_and law sh.ld.m wi" be
housed in the Rats and Iownhouses.
Any ""9is*w:l slUdent at least 21 yeol'$ of age (by
me beginni"9 ofleoM dale!, or UJw wdenl
will b. eligible lor Alme1do Housing.
All undergrocluat. students n'lIIW have a 2.0 or better
Qf'A (at time of app!icotiool and be deored by the
Juc!ic;(01 Affain dtice ...erifying that no significant dis
ciplinary record uisls.
Apar1menb tame furnished and are prcYided cable
and local phone~. Apar1rNnts can be renr.d
unlvrnish.d and receive a $2.5.00 monthly reduction.
No pen lolhw than fi,hl are pennilllld.
A hou$ing damage d.pc»it c:l $250 win be reqvired
of -en Ienont.
All low sfudenb muit b. cleared by me School of UJw,
l..Jses can b.1o. one MmltSler (oppro.VmoteIy A.5
monlhs, Auguit 15-~31; at" January 8-Moy
17), two ..........1 l~imotely 9 mantln. August
IS·MayI7}. fuIl-year 112 mantns, August 15, 1996-
AugUit 1A, 1997}, and when <JY'Oi1obf. manlhfy.
leases include OCQ,Iponcy~ all br.ab that foil
witnin Ihol rime period.
All Ji-.d rates are i.,dusi..... of all uti!ilMn, cable,
compulec'data lines, phone H1rvK:e wi"" IT- on-
campus colis
Students will b. notified e-tmlly wilhin fi..-e 15}
worJ..ing days as 10 the slotu$ of !heir application.
When canAic;t ori_~ng<JY'Oilobi~ty
prel.rence wid be given 10 !hoM iludenb request-
ing two saones/el" at" hill year leases.
The hou$ing &omoge deposit must be wbmitl8d 10
th. Bonar befor. Student liM win ouign~. ,f
)'OUr appl"teatian is nat appt'O¥ed yan- d.pasit will
be ..Iundod.
3.
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Providence Journal
I. Who was defender of the
Universe?
2. Why are the rock group
the Buggies significant?
Taking a rest, Fry decided to
have a little fun with bumper stick-
ers. Enlightening the crowd as 10
how humorous the world looks
through a comedian's eyes, he
showed several bumper stickers.
Though some were already
seemingly funny , he explained
them further as to how they could
be even funnier. For example, one
sticker read, "If you don't like my
driving, call 1-800-EAT-SHfr'.
He said that when he called, the
voice that an!'Wered replied
"Hello. Taco Bell Headquarters."
One of Fry's most interesting
tricks 10 walch, w.hich he also
claimed as his favorite. was his
''Cigar Box Juggling". This was
actually a fancy rendition of his
opening trick.
Donning Shakespearean ~p­
parel and an accent, he told the
story of how Cigar Box juggling
began, while the boxt, illustrated
his nmation.
For his final eye-catching trick.,
Fry juggled flaming torches. You
canjust imagine his dismay when
he dropped one and an audience
member exclaimed, "Whadda ya
do?"
3. What does Friends and
Family TIes have in common?
4. What was Webster's last
name on Webster?
5. Where were you when
you heard that Kurt Cobain
was shot'?
6, What cartoon arcade
video game cost 50 cents 10
play?
7. What was the bad guy's
name on the Smurfs?
How Gen-X
are you?
8, Not George Michaels.
Who was the other guy In
Wham?
J. Voltron. 2. First video
ever on MTV. 3. Courtney Cox
4. Papadopoulos. 5. Who
cares? 6. Dragon's Lnir.. 7.
Gargumel 8. Andrew
Ridgeley
Juggler Bill Fry was a
comedian with balls
Melissa Cogswell
Staff Writer
C. .omedianlJuggler BillFry, visited RWU onFriday, March 8. His
performance was supported by an
enthusiastic audience.
One reason why he sparked
such a big crowd was because he •
did little uicks and gimmicks dur-
ing dinner,
Fry started off the show tell~
ing a comical Slory about an ex-
girlfriend, while juggling three
small while baBs which "illus-
trated" the story. He was sexu-
ally oriented but in a tasteful man-
ner.
For one of his acts. titled
"Head" he required a female vol-
unteer, 1be volunteer had to hold
up the comedian's legs, while he
• stood on his head and juggled
three colorful nylon handker-
chiefs.
Being unsuccessful at the first
try. upon his second attempt he
made the witty remark, "Alright!
Head twice in one night!"
Another part of his routine he
called "Body Parts", which had a
few simple rules. First, the audi~
ence would yelll?Ut any body part,
which he would then have to
juggle off of at least three time~.
If in the process he dropped an
item, the audience had to say in.
its best New Jersey accent,
"Whaddayado?" Hewouldthen
hit himself on the head with the
object.
watching York beat the life out of
her drums as she shakes her hair
madly like Beavis or Butthead is
one of the best things to do when
visiting New York). Forget
Lenennan or Cats,
Greg could talk movies with
Matt leBlanc and maybe find out
what drugs the guy was on when
he agreed to star in a movie wilb a
'friggin'monkey. He could hope-
fully engineer a decent movie for
the budding star, preferably some·
.thing like City 0/ Losl Children,
without Dunston, Bubbles. or
Bonzo.
Ray could philosophize wilh
Courtney Cox, maybe ask her what
it was like to get her big break from
a Bruce Springstcin video. Then
he could tell Jennifer Aniston how
nice of an ass she has and how he
Ihroughly enjoyed her Rolling_
Stone cover,
Vitapup is just pure fun, Lis-
tening to their CD reminds me of
when I used 10 mix all the sweet
flavors of a slush-puppie, and then
make funny faces in Ihe mirror.
Grab their debut en - they rage
with a punk'mix mat sounds ·like
Kurt Cobai." screwed Coolio and
dwelled into one sound!
Submitted to )'ou and yours is rhis
processed, plastic caprured
boomJxmic bastani blue-eyed rap-
tureo/rhree punbjromoutta town.
If it was like they said ir was we'd be
singing their songs. Dig in this
jrenZ)' aM find your 0101'11 truth.
Peace /all.
Steve }l'orbes
much. Like Lamar Alexander,
who dropped out of-the race re-
cently, 'he wants to give some
power back to ~ states, but not
as much. Like Forbes he wants a
flatter tax rate, bUt not completely
flat. After easily winning New
York's primary, the Senate major-
ity·leaderhas nearly 40 percent of
the delegates needed for the GOP
nomination.
Magazine publisher Steve
Forbes is a businessman, His plat-
foem is the flat tax. He believes
that all people should pay the same
amount for taxes, a percentage of
their income. His plan would
mean that families taxes would go
up if they make more money, and
go down if they make less. His
plan also exempts the flt'Sl $36.000
in income for a family that con·
sists of four people and any invest-
ments would not be taxed. How
can this dorky looking man fit the
mold of a politician?
1be Clinton re-election theme
song is softly playing. Clinton is
well positioned, well anned, and
ready for the GOP challenge, TIle
real question is: Are you going to
vote?
ians (With a preference forgour-
mel Chicken), they're.slick speak-'
ers, and they basically just like to
live off the fat of the land.
They invite rappers and poets
on-stage 10 improvise while they
jam and lell funny anecdotes aboul
their trials and tribulations of be-
ing indie rockers.
I mean, this is perfect Central
Perk malerial. I could totally see
Vilapup on Friends. Melissa
could jam with Phoebe Cates as
she-sings her annoying little "Kitty
Cat" songs (Rumor has jt that
- underground N.Y. music
Pat Buchanan
cleanly and crazily fuse the best
parts of the 'ha, ha, fuck you'
punk, hardcore's paranoid politi-
cal idealism, spoken word, hip-
hop, and moody classic rock," said
Time Out New York Magazine.
Vitapup is one collaborated ball
of energy, genuine, out-spoken,
and just plain cool. They're like a
real-life 'Three's Company" mi-
nus the Mr. Roper. Or ifyou tuned
in when Don Knotts played Ihe
landlord - Mr, Furley.
Anyway, the 'band wreaks of
sitcom status, Tbc:y're aJl vegetar-
Bob Dole
Christy Jewell
StaffWriler
Joshua Mitchell
Editor-in-Chief
The GOP Presidential Race
anbour
wlth
vitapup
Vitapup Fiction
W hat the hell's aVitapup? Half vitamin and half
puppie? Kind of. "It's actually a
slush-puppie." said Melissa York,
the drummer of the energetic East
Village "no label band" Vitapup.
Hailing from New York City,
the funkdafied trio has been a lo-
cal favorite in the underground
scene for a litlle over a year now.
Wilh Ray Heatley on bass, vo-
cals and lyrics, 'Greg Griffin on
guitar. and York slamming away
on the drums like "Anima!"' from
the Muppe'ts, Vitapup grooves
with banging bass-Ijnes and long
lasting, licking lyrics.
The group's debut album, an
Iwurwirh vitapup, roars with mes-
sage-oriented idealism and gutsy,
jn-YOUl-face noises. Produced and
t engineered by the band, the album
t projects everything ~at's twisted
about the Big Apple.
"Live and on the record. they
, .. - ~
Since voting is so important,
what follows is a quick. guide to
the Republican candidates and a
little on our current president.
The presidential elections are in Patrick Buchanan was' the win-
November, which means that we ner of the New Hampshire prima-
have eight months to figure oul . ries, the primaries thai usually de-
what each candidate feels. 1be lermine who will win the presi-
Rhode Island primaries are being dency. Buchanan claims to be an
held an February 5th, one of ten anti-Washington warnor for the
states to do so. 1be 51 primaries common man. but his life tells a
r-(Puerto Rko gets to vote) are· all very different story. He has a de-
held over the course of five gree in journalism and has been a
~
months. presidential speechwriter, as well
Duringthosefivemonthsmost as Communications Director for
of the candidates will be dropping Reagan. Buchanan has strong
out, until three major candidates conservative views on most top-
are left: one Republican, one ics. He is against NAFfA, abor-
Democrat, and one Independent. tion and homosexuality. He also
lbere are three major Republican feels tax cuts are important
candidates still in the race: Bob The currenl front-runner is Bob
Dole, Patrick Buchanan, and Steve Dole. Dole is already into poli-
Forbes. tics, having had a seal in Congress
Each one has a very different since 1969. Steve Forbes has soft-
philosophy on how the country ened him up with negative ads;
should be run. Many people don't Buchanan has stredde\f him with
take the time to figure out what sound bites. What did Dole do?
each candidate feels, and many He called George Bush. His style
people don't even bother to vote. is swallow your pride and stay in
College students especially are a the game.
group that have been known not to Dole wants 10 do some things
go to the polls. Do we not care? other candidates do, bUI not as
•
•Camp.us Entertainment Network
Come be a part
of the university's,
programming board.
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At the Movies
Thursday, March 28
ext. 6529
Have a safe and wonderful Spring Break!
Look out for:
Comedy
Daytime Programs
Special Events
after Spdng Break!
Letters to Cleo rock at Lupo's RWU Model Nation
delegate and returnMike GleaBOn
Senior StaffWriter
L upo's HeartbreakHotel was gracedby Letters To
Cleo's presence on Friday March
I. Prior to their ,mind-blowing
pcrfonnance the audience was
graced by two other Boston-based
bands.
For starters was Jules Verdone
and her entourage (including
Cleo's lead guitarist Mike
Eisenstein.) Verdone, on a side
note. scolded the mosh-pit enthu-
siasts that they were responsible
for the safety of others.
1bey were followed shortly by
Gran) Pit who came oUlto stun
the crowd with their hard-core!
punk sound.
If roo haven't heard ofGravel
Pit they're your standard punk
line-up but with a better vocalist
and with some more usage-of key-
boards and.harmonica just for
kicks. With their 40 minute set
they roared like a pack of wild
carnivores while the moshers had
their ecstasy.
Thus. Letters To Cleo came on
stage around midnight ready to
wake everyone up after getLing
their batteries worn down by the
first IWO acts.
One interesting aspect was the
fact that they had the same high·
energy sound which they carried
oot to the crowd last May during
liIe Spring Weekend.
However. to see them with
their more faithful fans and Bos-
tonlProvidence devotees they had
an even bener chemistry as they
were playing in the club atmo-
sphere they arc used to playing in.
Not that they sounded terrible in
the RecreaLion Center.
Furthermore, this time they
were headlining and since they re-
leased their second album "Whole-
sale Meats and Fish" shortly after
their show last spring, coupled
with their debut "Aurora Gory
Alice, had a larger number of
songs to choose from and the
A bra
was lobbed
on stage
just for fun!
longer soow gave them a chance
10 show how they have seasoned
as a live act and have a better un-
derstanding of each olher individu-
ally as musicians and together as
a band.
On an e~tremely less technical
note there .were quite a few
groupie-related incidents involving
women's lingerie took place dur·
ing the Cleo's set
First, a bra .....as lobbed onto the
stage as a token of appreciation of
Eisenstein's guitar playing. In
shock. he merely placed it on top
of his amplifier.
Drummer Stacy Jones ran out
from behind his drum SCi and re-
minded him of the Mol1~y Crne
tradition of putting such gifts onto
their microphone stands.
Singer Kay Hanley, having
watched this with amusement,
called for one that would fit her.
The audience soon responded.
with a black lacy number.
At the end of the song, she
picked it up and held it up against
herself, commenting that it was too
big for her. Many laughs were
heard coming from the audience.
Later a third one intended for a
petit woman, such as Hanley, was
thrown at rhythm guitarist Greg
McKenna and bassist Scon
Riebling. All three ~re thrown
back to the audience at the eod of
the performance.
In a less ribald matt~r, Cleo
uied out several new wngs that
will be coming up on their next
album (date of release not deter-
mined yet.)
Most importantly, they played
the "big three" songs that have
been released to commercial radio
(including WQRU88.3 FM who
plays them on a regular basis)
those being "Here And Now,"
"Awake," and "Deruon Rock." As
weU as other Wholesale Meats and
Fish gems like "Acid Jed" and
"Jennifer."
Letters To Cleo, wilh a bit of
irony, has the indie-pop sound but
not the leen-angsl of most other
punk rock acts. Oh well. Regaid-
Ies.s of the fact that it was terribly
cold last Friday night. Cleo and
wir two opening acts made the
commute to RJPTA· and then try-
ing to find a ride back. to campus-
worth it.
Christy Jewell
StaffWriler
.1If" he Harvard National
\lJ,I Model United Nations
conference has come and gone.
Roger Williams University
Model United Nations has also
gone and come back.
This years delegates, Rodney
Simmons, Greig 1sdaJe, lsa~11e
Gomes, Tanya Srabian, Sarah
Moyer, Sung-Youn Sohn, and
Christy Jewell, all went as del-
egates to the country of Panama.
Each student panicipated on a
different committee and each
Committee covered different top-
ICS.
Everyone is excited about the
chance 10 go again next year. Jun·
ior Sarah Moyer said "it was a
wonderful learning experience
that I look forward to next year."
The group as a whole is e~·
cited about ne~t year, and arc gel-
ting ready to start the application
process again.
Advisor Ernie Greco and Pro-
fessor June Speakman have sub-
mitted a class proposal that will
make the group a class open to
all students.
'The class is also open to stu-
dents who want to learn about the
United Nations, but it is recom-
mended f~ anybody who wan~
to participate in the group ne~t
I vear.
'The experience is one that
few will forget and it is a time (()
make DeW friends and reconnect
with old ones.
The students come from
schools allover the world from
schools as close as URI and
Brown to schools as far away as
Japan and Africa.
'The committees are run by
Harvard students., but they are by
no means dull or boring.
In fact they can be lots 9f fun.
'The topics cover a .....ide range of
interests and fields. Some of the
topics that were covered in-
cluded: l'lfant Monality i'.l the
World Health Organization com-
mittee, The Re-admittance of
Cuba in the Organization of
American States committee,
Geostationary Orbit in the Legal
committee, and Arms Registry in
the Disannament and Interna-
tional Security committee.
For some of the delegates
friends have been made and e·
mail is exchanged on an almost
daily basis. For others there is
little mail but plent)' of happy
times are remembered.
1llese three days were days
thai will remain in the memories
of thestudents for at least another
year until they gel the opponu-
nit" to "0 a"ain.
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Maiden hit Providence with Iron at Lupo's
I
I
Josh Speert
Staff Writer
D oes anyone out thereremeber the 1980's? Itwas decadeofbig hair.
gaudy jewelry, and total rule by the
Republican party. As for the mu-
sie, most Americans were either a
fan tlr"new wave" such as groups
like Duran Duran and Cultu~
Club or into "heavy metal" such
as Judas Priest and Scorpions.
Another heavy metal band
which achieved international sta-
tus in the mid 1980's were British
rockers. iron ~ideD who be-
came notorious forsellingoUIllfe...
nas in a heart beat However. due
10 the growing demand for Malter_
native music" such as Smashing
Pumpkins and Soundgarden.
Iron Maiden haven', been able 10
appeal to today's young audience.
but have proved to their loyal fans
they're not dead yeL
On Valentine's Day, Iron
Maiden played at Lupo's Heart-
break Hotel in Providence. a big
step down from lheir usual Aeel
Center Arena shows in Boston, but
none-the-less pedorm~d with
smiles on their faces for two full
hours.
Opening up for Iron Maiden
were Los Angeles based, Fur
Fadol)'. who displayed a more
contemporary style of metal us.ing
keyboards to give a futuristic, ma-
chine-styleappraoach. Theirfasta"
ternpoand heavier sounds may nOl:
beexoclly the typical band to open
up for the old-school Iron Maiden,
bot were succesful in whipping the
crowd into a frenzy.
"Maiden:' as they've been
dubbed by fans. first entered the
metal scene in 1980 with a self-
entitled E-P. and have been busy
touring and putting out albums
constantly for sixteen years.
Maiden swtedoffwith the fol-
lowing lineup: Paul Di'anno o~
lead vocals, Dave Murray and
Adrian Smith on lead guitars.
Steve Harris on bass. and Cive
Burr on drums. Only MUITay and
Harris remain in the band today.
In 1981, Maiden quickly pot out
a follow-up release, Killus, which
includt;d the popular anthem,
"Wrathchild." This lune was sec-
ond in the set at Lupo's and wa... a
great blasl-from·the-pasl formany
older fans.
Numbu ofIh~ Beast came ~t
promptly in 1982, introducing
Bruce Dickinson as the new lead
vocalist. At this point. Maiden had
become a larget of contro\·crsy
considering their lyrical content
focused mainly on the occult. In
aetuality, they were fun-loving soc-
cer players ("football- as it is
called in their homeland) who
played against teams such as Dd'
Leppard. another popular rock
group at the time.
This succesful release was also
a turning point for the band in an-
other respect. They landed their
first worldwide tour as an opening
band for heavy metal pioneers, Ju-
das Priest.
From this album. Maiden
played "Hallowed Be Thy Name:'
and the tille track at Lupo's. It re-
mained a mystery why thcydidn't
play "Run 10 the Hills:' their firsi
song made inlO an MlV video. and
possibly their most popular tune to
this day.
In 1983, a new drummer, Nicko
McBrain replaced Burr and Pi~a
of Mind filled the record store
shelves. From this album they sur-
prisingly only played "The
Trooper" considering Ihis was
when Maiden was :ltlhe highlight
of their career. They used this tune
as part of an encore.
Powusluve came out in 1984
being their fifth release in only five
years. Again, Maiden surprised the
crowd by only playing one tune
from this album. "Two Minutes to
Midnighl."
After this alborn, Maiden took
a briefbreak from the studio to tour
for two years, but didn't take a
break from putting out another re-
cording. In 1985.lheir second live
album. live After Death was re-
leased. 1beir first one wasMaUkn
Japan, a hard-to-find recording of
a live tour orJapan in 1982.
Aftcr the long, international
tour, Maiden returned to the stu-
dio and released Somewhere in
Time in 1986. another success.
Unfortunately, from this album
they only played "Heaven Can
Wait" at Lupo's. neglecting 10 play
their smash hit, "Wasted Yean."
Maiden skipped another year 10
record before putting out 5evemh
Son of the Seventh Son in 1988
which they only played "The
Clairvoyant" at Lupo·s.
At this lime, Maiden's popular-
ily began diminishing due to the
lack ofintcresl in heavy metal and
an introduction to alternative mu-
sic made popular by "generation
X," a label put on kids by the
"ooby boom generntion:'
Although Maiden's musical
style became somewhat ouldated
in lhe wood of music, they con-
tinued 10 prove they woo'tgive up
arter releasing an appropriately
named album, No Prayer for rh~
Dying in 1990. At this point.
Adrian Smith had given up and
was replaced by Janick Gers. They
didn't use any lunes in their set
from this album at Lupo's.
High-pitched lead singer Bruce
Dickinson's final recording with
the band before going solo
occured in 1992 with Fearoflh~
Dark.. They played two songs
from this album al Lupo's:"Afraid
• IRON. Pag~ 21
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GET PAMPERED FOR SPRING BREAK •••
1be Nail Shoppe is offwing student specials I I I
The Nail Shoppe
2574 East Main Road
PortsmouthrRl
401-682·1840
Ft.- ....
F.- ....
~
Petl':lx•••
.......
$45.00
$20.00
$12.00
$25.00
$ 35.OOIHR
MARCH
SPECIALS
..OFF
.2 OFF
$2 OFF
..OFF
10% OFF
-
•They sIte/Jed it out Cor your orthodontist bills.
0XJgI:te(l it up Cor your car iJlsura~ce.
,
And fork~d it over Cor that fish tank accident.
Yet they still insist you call collect.
Touched by their undying love, you spar.e them Curther expense.
You dial 1 800 CALL ATT.
I 800 CAI.I. ,\1"1' always ("osts less than I-X()()-COI.I.I:cr
\Tld al\\a~, :':l'h ~CJlI tilt' rdiahh' \I~I 'l'l\\or5....
[\c· il 11/,('u.'/"('r ,\'(1/""(' 01./ I tlUII'lt.'.
Know the Code. 1800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice~
•
•
AT.T
Your True Choice
• Fa' inlmt2le calls. P1mIOtioUS oduded.
1-fI()().(X)UJO is 2 rqp.stered U'adematk cI MCJ. o 1996 A1Zl:T
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trademark duel hannonic guitars'
galloping drum beats, incrcdibl
up-and-down·the-neck bass lines
and high-range vocals.
Another thing which contri
uted to their image was their
• mark - Eddie: a rouing corp
. which aweared on every aloom i
a different styIe creating a conce
album approach sucb as Eddie i
an electric chair in Pieu ofMi
or as a spoof on the movie'
Tenninator" in SQmnvhere in 7i.
with Eddie posed like Arnol
Schwanzenegge~
Mascot, Eddie appeared 0
stage as part of Maiden's act i
their arena tour days. Unfortu
nately clubs like Lupo's don 'I ha
enough headroom for a ten-foo
corpse. Talk abOut being depriv
due to lack of space.
Anyh<W,., there weren't exactl
any complaints as Maiden per
fonned a solid perfonnance end
ing with adOuble-encore, and the·
word that they'll return.
It doesn't seem like anythin
can kill this band. I think they'
truly made of Iroll. let's just ho
that it doesn't rain - they cool
rust!
Here's a salute to a bunch 0
hard~working musicians who de-
SCI"YC IIIOI'e credit than often given
Continuedfrom Pg. J7
to Shoot Strangers" and the title
track.
It took three long years to find .
an appropriate replacement for
Dickinson and to putout their lat·
est release, The X Facter in 1995.
Blaze Bayley took over the
spotljght and seemed perfectly
satisfied to perform at a small
night club despite Maiden's his-
tory of great success.
They played every srmg from
this album. Being that Bayley is
new to the band probably explains
their lack of playing vintage
Maiden live.
Over the yean:, Maiden had
changed their style of dress from
spandex clothing and studded
leather wristbands in their early
years to T-shirts and jeans today.
One thing this group hadn't
over the waa their
Iron Maiden brings
their classic metal
music to Lupo's
Their trademark:
Eddie,
the rotting
corpse!
Waterfront House for Rent
On Mt. Hope Bay in Bristo1
4 Bedrooms. 1&1/2 Bathrooms
Huge Deck. Completely Renovated
All Appliances. Oil Heat.
Possibility of Mooring Boat.
. Attic Storage
Own beach. Swimming
$1500 a Month
Available June 4
Contact:245-2752
Pre-Sterilized disposable needles
State of the art Equipment
Day and Evening Appointments
Free Consultation
ELECTROLOGY BY NANCY
147 County Road
Barrington. RJ 02806
401-245-0878
Think Summer
Start Your Electrolysis Now!
FACE· EYEBROWS - ARMS-
LEGS - BIKINI LINE
bikinis may be too casual.
Before you leave this site, be
assured that the mayor has actu-
ally "proclaimed Daytona Beach
the Spring Break Capital of tbe
Universe," in case there were any
doobt..
It's time to leave sunny Rorida
and explore - virtually, that is - the
wonders of Mexico:
"Welcome to Cancun," says this
site on a bright turquoise ~ack­
ground. ''The World's Most Popu-
larResort."·
The site features an online
form, which you can fill out with
any questions you might have on
lodging, food or entertainment.
But the site still offers plenty of'
useful facts, including some col-
orful Caribbean history...
"Little more than 20 years ago,
Cancun was just a Mayan name, a
deserted, sun-drenched island off
the Northeast tip' of the Yucatan
peninsula," tbe site reads. ~rthe
first hotel opened in the 19705,
"Cancun was well on ilS way to
international resort stardom."
Average temperatures hover in
the 80s, and the sun shines more
than 240 days of the year. Inaddj~
lion, the site informs browsers,
"the turquoise waters host swim-
ming, wind surfing, paras~i1ing,
snorkeling, scuba diving and sport
fishing."
And the site lists the practical
stuff: Bnng your passport or your
original birth certificate. Don't
BREAK. Page 2J
HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:00
pm
Sat:8-3pm.
-C: LUBE -=-CENTER
10 lIIJDute 011 Cb.aD&e
NO APPOINTIIENT
NECESSARY
it, "the hottest break on the
planet!"
UDdemeath a picture of scant-
ily clad student-type frolicking in
the surf an: the words: "Spring
Break in Daytona is Hot. lWenty-
dn:e miles ofwide, smooth, sandy
beaches. Driying direct] Yon the
beach. Outrageous clubs. And
thousands ofcollege studeDlS from
every cc:wner of the continent"
From the main page, browsers
can link tQ The Beach. Night
Oubs, Health Clubs, Sports Dlus-
uated Beach Club, Accommoda-
tions, or Weather...Click on
Weather, and, like other sites, the
Daytoaa Beach site lists up-to-the-
minute online weather report. To-
day, the forecast is "dense fog de-
veloping." That doesn't sound
good. perhaps a reason why the
site explains, "We have had many
days with lots of bright sunshine,
perfect fO£ getting a great tan.
How is it where you are?"
'The site also provides answers
to some serious, commonly asked
questions. For instances, can you
still drive on the beach? (Yes.)
What is the legal drinking age in
Daytona Beach? (Twenty-one
years of age, oot many nightclubs
admit students 18 and up.)
And, more importantly, why
will my parenlS want me to go to
Daytona Beach? (Career Fair,
March 14-16) Apparently,student
can meet with major employers
from across the country on those
dayl, and the attire is casual_ But
~ .-.
Pit Stop Lube Center
liOO metacom afe.
\Varren RJ 02883
{.fOm47-114&6
"16 Point Seivice"
Here's What We Do:
_Change oil
-Replace oil flIter
-lubricate chassis'
-Check & filllransmlssion
-Check & fill differential..
-Check & fill brake/clutch fluid
-Check & fill power.steering fluid~
-Check & fill battery fluid {e.t~···
-Check & fill coolant f{~ ~~a:~::;
-Check & fill washer fluid AKE
-Check aJr filter & breather U
-Check wiper blades TE
-Vacuum interior sTift' ®
-Wash windshield ,. OIL'"
-AdJust tire pressure :~ LlSan ff
-Check headlights ~f Ifll",,:" EJlGIIIE IJ
"Where appUcabIt I P ~
flllIL
GRRND OPENING JPECIHf
ColiegePrea
AORANG -mE ffET FOR aPRlNG BREAK
Your skin is as pale as the un·
derbelly of a fish. Your campus is
shrouded in a blanket of snow.
Your favorite accessory tbesedays
is a parka.
But not to fear, spring break is
only a few days away. Imagine
soft grains of white sand beneath
your feet. hot rays of bright sun
on your skin. rushing sounds of
blue ocean waves in your ear.
But before you surf, perhaps
you should surf· the 'Net, that is.
Many popular spring break
paradises now have sites on the
Web, true treasure troves of infor-
maUDn un focal hOlels, nightclubs,
tourist attractions - even vivid pic-
tures to give a weary student a fix
until its time La cavan on the
beach.
Whether your dream vacation
spot is sunny Florida or the ski
slope of Colorado, chances are
there's a web site you can visit way
before you jump onto the plane or
cram into your roommate's '85
Chevette.
Not only can YOli gather some
great ideas on which paradise to
visit, but you can also find out lots
ofpractical information: where to
stay, whether a passport is required
and what you should tell your par-
ents about why you need to go
11>=.
For instance, lhere's Daylona
Beach. Or. as ilS web site deems
••
Commencement Ball Update
April 27, 1996
Boston Park Plaza Hotel
Boston Massachusetts
AVAILABLE PACKAGES
$200 Per Couple Includes
--Overnight Accommodations
--Valet Parking.
Or
$125 Per Couple
--Round Trip Coach Bus
TICKETS GO ON SALE .
APRIL 1ST - APRIL 25TH
IN THE STUDENT UNION
PAYMENT PLAN
1st Installment of $75 Due March 15th
2nd Installment of $75 Due March 29th
3rd Installment of $75 Due April 19th
BRING PAYMENTS TO THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
TUXEDO FITTING WILL BE HELD ON
March 28th
April 3rd
April 9th
IN THE STUDENT COMMONS FROM lOAM':lPM
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALCTHE SENIOR
CLASS OFFICE AT EX.3257
. .
HAVE FUN ON SPRING BREAK. SEE YOU WHEN WE GET BACK
2:l ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT }I..,,,h I:l. HI""
Prepare yourself for Spring Break via the Internet
Continued/rom Pagt' 21
forget the sun block and "a light
conon sweater" for cool evening
breeus. Exchange your money
in small amounts. since the peso
cannot be exchanged back. to U.S.
dollars. Don't forget to buy a
bouJe of Kahlua.
If you speak the language. the
site also claims ". little Spanish
goes a long way in building a
friendly warm relationship" with
the Cancun natives.
1be Cancun site. similar to the
Daytona Beach one. also answers
somecommonly asked questions.
Is the water safe? ""Caneun is
home to the largest water purifi-
cation system in all of Mexico."
the site claims.
One more thing to add about
this site: it has coupons for stu-
dents who like 10 clip and save·
or rather, print and save.
foI" instance. get a free cap or
T-shin with the purchase of an is-
land cruise. snorkeling trip or
jungle tour. And Carlos 'N
Charlie's offers a free piteber of
margaritas with lunch or dinner.
For those not interested in
Aorida or Mexico. the web site of
South Padre Island in Texas invites
users to explore the Lone Star
State's only trUe tropical island
with the words. "Let's Pac!ret"
_ If you didn't know it, now you
do: South Padre Island is "the c;:en.
ter of the pany universe during
Spring Break" with its Gulf of
Mexico location, 34 miles of
coastline and "12S.oooofthe hot-
test guys and gals from more than
100 colleges and universities:'
"No shoes. No shirts. No prob-
lem." boasts the site.
Where to stay? Choose from
more than 5.000 hotels and con-
dos, some with the views of the
Gulf. others with views of placK!
Laguna Madre Bay and "the twin-
kling lights o.f mainland Texas~
yond"
And then there's the practical
information. such as what airlines
ny there (Southwest. American
and Continental) and what airports
serve the island (the well-known
Harlingen's Valley International
and BrownsvillelSPI Airports).
lb.is sile. 100. has a "check the
weather" link. complete wilh a
four-day forecast. "Mostly sunny
and unseasonably warm. high from
the middle 80s to the middle 90s:'
Of course. let's noc forget that.
10 some. winter is noc a bad thing.
For those students. there are the
virtual slopes of Colorado. This
website contains everything, from
a list of the resorts to cool pictures
of skiers and jagged mountains
etched against the skyline.
There's a map ofColorado. and
vacation packages and specials for
resorts in Aspen. Vail and Colorado
Springs. among other locations.
And not only is there a link 10
the statewide weather reporl
("snow in Ihe mountains, going
down to 20s"), there's a link to
statewide ski conditions.
For instance. al Arapahoe Ba-
sin. there's a powder surface and
between 93-119 inches of base.
Sixty-one Oul of 61 trails are
open. and so are all five lifts.
So. as you sit in your donn
room and wait for spring break.
remember there's more to do than
just dream. II's never too early in
the year to Surf.
One last website to visit is
"Spring Break '95 Yearbook."
which is a collection of pictures.
grouped by state and then by col-
lege. of party animals on location
during last year's spring bn:ak_
Anyone can submit photos via
mail or the Internet.
PPAC shines like a star with Webber and Tommy
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catatonic state.
Powerful songs like "See Me,
Feel Me." and "Pinball Wizard.·'
strike hard with amazing cl10rds
and moving lyrics. The MTV tech-
nology compliments the music and
makes seeing the show a unique
experience.
Winneroffive Tony Awards, in-
cluding Best Score, Tommy offers
a new interpretation of Pete
Townshend's landmark rock opera.
which The Who first gave voice to
on April 22, 1969. Tommy will
rock the PPAC on March 26-31.
TIckets are available by calling
(401) 42 I-ARTS.
In~1
r~"-M>.hlng
~~ree Estimates
(40 l) 253-0430
his grandchildren. this longest Nn-
ning Broadway show of all time
will have you meowing with plea-
sure when you see little radiant.
skin-tight shag carpets jumpi~g
with joy..
The Who's Tonuny, a rock op-
era, excels by utilizing rapid cho-
reography moves and state-or-the-
an technology. The musical fol-
lows the life of Tommy Walker, a
kid who becomes deaf. dumb. and
blind after witnessing his father
kill his mother's lover. Introduced
to pinball. Tommy falls head over
heals for the game and becomes a
messiah figure, snapping outofhis
I I
All Metal Work -Frame Repair-Pain
Guarantee
s~~m~ g:1F4f~~1}'{ INJ
CANCU
& ASSAU
Lowest Price FROM .HJS'JI'
1 1 0 % $299
Not including gOY. taxes
------------Organize 15 friends
and travel for FREE
------------
'l-SOD-95-BREAK TAKE A BREAK STIJDENT TRAVEL
FOR INFO CALL
HTI.P11WWW.TAKEBREAK.COM
126 Tupelo street
Bristol, RI 02809
We Accept Visa/Mastercard, Discover/checks and of course cash
The Providence Performing
Am Center has erupted this year
withAndrew'Uoyd Webber spec-
tacles: Phalllom, Jesus Christ
Superstar. Music o/the Night, and
now their most recent, Cats.
Iryou saw Music o/the Night,
you noticed that the Cats songs
didn't come with furry costumes
and kitty-cat mak~up. March 14-
17 that will all change. Grizabella
the Glamour Cat will hypnotize
Providence when she brings her
stunning and touching perfor-
mance of "Memory" to the PPAC.
Originally, a lyrical delight with
words the poet T.S. Eliot wrote for
Rights to Caneun, Nassau and Mazzatlan are Public Chaners. 1be chaner
operator is Take A Break Student Travel. 1be direct air carriers are Paradise
Airwa s and Viscount Air Service. An .on Plan is uired
••
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Sofball set to kick off season Men's Hoop all done
JenFox
Sports Editor
This year's softball team is a
vcry young one. Consisting of all
freshmen and sophomores with the
exception of one senior. the team
still plans to~ very well this sea·
"'".Heather Miller, the only senior
on the learn this year, is the cap-
lain, This is her founh year on the
tcam. and she plays third b:1se. She
believes that even though the team
is a young one. they will still do
very well this year.
'The infielders and most ofthe
outfielders arc returnees, and the
newcomers on lhe team are show·
ing excellcnI playability. TIley will
definitely be a benefit to the tcam
this season," she said.
Head Coach Lee Wilber shares
Miller's enthusiasm about the
tearn. "We ha\'e all freshmen and
sophomores with the exception of
Heather. and it's going to bea nice
little team with a lot of potential
for the future," he said.
Even with such a young team,
Coach Wilber has a few young
players who play like veterans.
"I've been co..1Ching women's soft·
ban for a long time. and I've ncvcr
seen a belief shortstop Ihan
Michelle Burnham. Also. our
pilcher Melissa Murphy was out-
slanding last yeM, and she's pilch·
ing even faster this year," he said.
The team has a very tough
•
schedule ahead of them. A lot of
their games arc doubleheaders.
which is tough on any team,
"Melissa Murphy pitches mosl
of the doubleheaders. It's rcally
hard on her and the team because
we only have about 10 minutes
between gamc's. so we try and re-
lax ourselves. We have to Iry not
to think about the game before be·
cause if we won by a lot. we .have
tQ psyched ourselves up to play the
next game. If we lose. we have to
try and forget the firSI game,"
Miller explained.
When the doubleheaders are
played. only the first game counts
for the league standings. and the
second counts for the team's
record.
Only (he first gameofadoublc4
header can help the team qualify
for the playoffs. so Ihis basically
means the second game has no real
significance except tosay they won
iL
1bc goo.l of the team this sea·
son is lO make the final four of the
playoffs. 'They lost last year in the
quarterfinals in a heartlxeaker to
Sah'e Regina.. 1-0.
Safve is one of the tougher
teams they have to face this sea-
son. The other two teams they
have trouble with are Anna Maria
nnd Curry College.
What this ye~'s learn lacks in
age, they make up for in altitude.
RWU should look for the softball
team to do very well .lI.gain this
year. "I'm very excited .lI.OOut the
team this year. and I hope. to win
15 or 16 games this season,"
Wilber concluded.
Ray Sullivan
.StaffWriler
.The RWU Men's, Basketball
earn finished their inaugural sea~
son under the direction of new
head coach Tom Sienkiewicz with
an overall record of 8-17, going
10 in the conference.
'The Hawks last regular season
game was againsl the Colonels of
College on February 17,
TIle two leams battled back
and forth with neither one quile
able to pull away. The Hawks
would finally make a run in tpe
closing minutes of the game
which insun..'d them of the victory
over lhe same team they beat at
home by 30 about a month ago,
When the final bU"l.ZCr sounded
RWU had pulled offtbe five point
victory winning 89-84.
Jason Trucehi was the high
man and led all scorers with 26
points and II assists. Big man
Kevin Chadderton nelled 21
points. had II rebounds. and swat-
ted three shots. Scotty Kofoed hit
for 50 percent from the three-point
arc as he chipped in with 16
points,S rebounds. 2 assists, and
2 steals. Jason Simoneau helped
the cause with 9 points. '3 re~
boun4s, and 2 assists.
'The Hawks wenl into their first
round game of the Common·
wealth Coost Conference against
Iby.:suwyeras the heavy undtt·
dogs. It was a game in which the
blue and gold never gal the
chance to get inlo any kind of a
now. And even though the battle
oCthe boards was close. it was still
won by Colby~Snwyer.
Defensive breakdowns and
mental errors led to Colby-Saw-
yer running off scoring spurts
which the Hawks could not reo
c..'Over from.
At the end of the game Colby·
Sawyer had run away with it. ush-
ering the Hawks out of the CCC
tournament and cnding therr sea-
"'".In his last game with the
Hawks, Trocchi would once again
lead the way for his learn. He
scored 23 points 3Ild had eight 85M
8im. He proved hirnselfto be one
of the mosl consistent players on
l~ squad this year.
Brian Fleming had a good
night. he netted 15 points, and two
assists. Jason Simoneau. who had
been receiving more playing lime
as of late. fumed in another gOOt.!
effort wilh II points. Greg
Driesch and Scolty Kofoed each
chipped in 10 points in a losing
effort for the Hawks.
''I've got to give these guys a
lof ofcredit, none ofthcm ever quit
they all just kept working hard."
uid Coach Tom Sienkiewicz.
"We're learning lOgcther and get·
ting better, ii'S tough.lo stay posi-
live when you're noc winning con-
sistently. but none of these guys
gave up and for that I've gQl to
respect them."
•
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
•
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a By the time you have oraduated from
freshman or sopholnore, you can still collCQe, youll have the credentials 01
Clltch up to your classmates by~ an Army officer. You'll abo have
attendlng ArT!JY Rt?TC Camp Chal- !he self-confidence and disclpline
lange, iii paid $lX-week summer It takes to succeed in college and
course in leadership training. beyond,
AltMYROTC
'nIS.I·.U. aM'", COG" YOIJ CUI Taa.
For detaUs, contact URI Arn'lY ROTC at
(401) 792-2385
25 SPORTS ~1 •• nh ':1.1"%
Men's Sluggers looking to erase ast
season's pro1?lems ~ith new work ethic
-
RWU has their own CQ<.Ed
Golf learn. "Having golf in an
inSlilUl.ion like RWU is important
because with such • diverse stu-
dent body. there is bound to be
students woo have experience in
the sport." said Bill Baird, Ath-
letic Director.
In addition. RWU is very for4
tunate to have a golf course
nearb): 10 practice and play on.
TIley use Wanumetonomy Coun-
IIy Club in Middletown.
Coach Tony Pinhero has been
coaching here at RWU for the
past nine years. He has guided
the Haw~ to victories almost
every year. His record of 49-48-
2 includes the fall and spring sea-
sons. The fall season is longer
because graduation cuts off the
spring season early.
The .fall is mainly bigger be-
cause of the new freshmen com·
ing and all the interested upper~
c1assmen as well. At the end of
the fall season, the team goes
awar ,for two days to compete
against 48 teams all over New
England in NEIGA (New En-
gland Invitational Golf Associa-
tion).
Al a recent golf meeting,
Coach Pinhero was surprised to
see so many intelUted students.
Senior Captain Mark Stachowicz
is looking forw:ud to a "rocking"
semester. "'Jbenew talent brings
a good assessment to the leam,"
said Mark. "This is my last se-
mester and I wish to make it my
best."
Golf
Donna Zakszewski
Going into tbe third period
down by fou~ goals, the Hawks had
a lot of ground to cover 10 catch
up. Bentley scored three more
goals in the third period, but Dave
Cunis and Towsley were each able
to tally a goal.
Curtis' goal was scored on a
breakaway, where he was able 10
nip the puck up over the goalie's
right shoulder. Towsley's goal
marked his first career hat trick.
The Hawks were disappointed
with their 10-5 loss in this game.
"We didn't go into the game with
intensity, it was more of an over-
confidence," said senior Eric
Baxter. "We had almost beat
L!Mass Dartmouth (seeded first) a
few nights before, so our confi-
dence was definitely up:'
'The team also had a problem
with attendance at this very impor4
tanl game. Even the OJ came and
went. 'i'he OJ came, set up, and
left. We didn't even have any
warm-up music, which every other
school has," said Baxter. "I think
if we had the crowd support, and
the OJ was rocking, it could have
gotten our momentum up."
Sometimes people don 't ~ali7.e
how imponant a good crowd is to
a team, especially in playoff
games.
E\'CII though the team didn'( go
as far as they would have liked in
the playoffs, they had a phenom-
enal season that will be remem-
bemd for years (0 come.
, JeD Fox
Sl'Orts Editor
This year, the hockey team fin-
ished second overall in the ECAC
North division, which qualified
them to play in the ECAC tourna-
ment
They were seeded fourth,
which gave them a home ice ad-
vantage over fifth seeded Bentley
College for the quarter-final game.
The team came out strong in the
first period, with James Pauaglia
and Gregg Towsley scoring the
first two goals of the game.
Towsley's goal was beautiful. He
was on a breakaway, and was
pulled down from behind.
While sprawled on hisstomach,
he was able to slide the puck in-
between the left pipe and the
goalie's left leg with the shaft of
his stick.
Bentley was able to score two
goals by the end of the period to
tie the game at two apiece going
into the second period.
Towsley scored the Hawk's
third goal of tbe game 1:50 into
the second period, but Bentley
went on to score five unanswered
goals during the rest of the period.
Senior co-captain Dave Mowry
attributed this lapse to the number
ofpenalties the team had. "Penal-
ties killed us. When we gOl a five
minute major, that's where the
game turned around. After two
goals., we fell into a hole," he said.
Iced off in playoffs
especially after last year:' said
Hodge.'
"Everything he's done has
made us a better team:' added
Baird.
Part of this is the recruiting of
potential players in the coming
years. 1be!.Cam has never had a
recruiter and could be one of the
reasons they haven't won.
Innocente has also recruited
some solid assistant coaches.
Steve McManus and Mike Sibolle
. are working with the players to
correct the bad habits they picked
up with DeSalvo's teams.
They are bringing their talent,
skills and work ethic and il has
begun to rub ofT on the team since
they began pmcticing in the begin-
. ning of February.
The team has been ...·using
~~n i5ats 10 )Jclp them hit the
,- 'la1i "more solidly, -and has"been
working hard on the fundamentals
so"wnen they get'o\J.uide they cail
c'oncentrate on more- game situa-
tions.
A pitching rotation has been
organized. as well as set relievers
and closers. EveryoneOIltheleam
will have some sort of a role es-- '
sentia! to the team.
The team ICIOks as though il will
be solid and organize:d.'and would
like the support from the students
through the season.
'1"he. aultude and work habits
are coming around." added
Innocenle. "Once we stan win-
ning, it will catch on:'
League championship."
Sophomore defenseman, ~ul
Gerencser is satisfied with
Cooney's performance: "He's an
enthusiastic coach, and he's easy
to relate to because he's practieally
as young as us." At age 25, Cooney
has potential for an extensive ca-
reerat RWU.
"'He's working us hard right
now," added sophomore middie
Brendan MacNamara, "but it will
definitely payoff in the long run.
I'm looking forward to this season
with him as coach."
Fan attendance is a greatly ap-
preciated factor in the team's per-
fonnance according 10 Cooney. He
also mentioned players to watch
OUI for are attackrnen, Evan Gould,
Eric Seigel, and Drew Kellar. The
three combined totaled for 114
points in their debut season last
y.....
Other players Cooney stressed
as up-and-coming are face-off
middie, Nate Fuller, and a strong
defensive line-up including co-
captains Scogna and Blaise. Also
on defense isTodd Kramer, a trans-
fer from Drexel University who
Cooney mentioned as an essential
player for defending the crease.
The first home game of the sea4
son is Thursday, April 11 at Nike
Field. Let's hope the snow ends by
then. If001, the laxrnen will be well
prepared. As former coach Ford
once mentioned, ""The freezing
weather is what. makes us north-
ern teams tough."
.; 'i"ri-captain ctiris Johoson isen-·~
tering his fourth and final year, as
are seniors Dave Sigler. Randi
Stoloff and Orin
Wilf. They would
like nothing better
than to leave with a
winning season.
Junior captains
had Baint and Jake
Hodgeare impressed
with the team's atti-
tude so far.
..., feel so far there's been a lot
of team togelhemcss. A 101 of guys
are work.ing hard and want'lo win,
Season
opener
March 24
watch for.
Scogna is pleased with the atti-
tudes of the younger players, con-
sidering a great number of Ihe
1996 team are rookies 'They have
great respect for the older team-
mates who will shape them into
better players:' he said.
$cogna's personal goal is to be
successful as a captain by helping
the Hawks become one of the top
. schools in New England.
1be fIrSt game of the season
will be played at Wesleyan Col-
lege, a Ivy League team in Con-
necticut, with a reputation of be-
ing tough to beal. A viclory over
Wesleyan could bring more atten-
tion to RWU as an even more repu-
table team.
Scogna, as most of his team-
mates, welcome Cooney and look
forwud to the seuoo with him in
control. "He's very knowledgeable
about lhc game,- said Scogna. 'Tm
sure he will do a great job in di-
recting us back to the Pilgrim
The Hawk's Eye
Laxmen set for season
Continuedfrom Page 28
MIT this year and enter the ECAC
playoff birth," said Cooney.
"We're taking no prisoners this
year."
Considering the massive influx
of freshmen this year. Cooney is
looking forward to molding the
young blood .into cbampions.
....The new wave of lacrosse play-
ers wiD lake us to the next kvel,"
he said.
At the present time, Cooney is
working the players to the limiL
11le inclement weather had forced
the team 10 spend practice indooB,
but running and getting condi-
tioned is Cooney's top priority at
the momenl. Working with
Cooney are two new assistant
coaches, Christopher Rung and
Ian Stover.
In addition to the major
changes in coaching staff. two
players moved up 10 the position
ofco-captain. SeniorGary Scogna
and junior J.P. Blaise replaced
Warren "Lumpy" Danzenbaker
and Mike Breard who graduated
last May. Along with Scogna and
Blaise is senior Tom Roach, at his
second year as co-caplain.
According 10 Seogna, 'there is
an abundance of freshmen who
will become contributing factors
to a successful season. Among
those he pointed out were
altackman Ryan Birmingham,
midfieldtt; Redfield,
defenseman Charlie H'enderson,
and goalie Ray Butb as players 10
The 1996 RWU baseball team
is out to gain some respect. Firing
coach AI DeSalvo, who never had
a winning season in his tenure, and
hiring a proven winner, Valentino
Innocente. was the first step in the
long process. .
Last year the team finished 1-
23, by far their worst record in his-
tory. On the field, the team lacked
enthusiasm and the desire to win.
Off the field, they rarely hung out
as a team and seemed to lack any
chemistry at all.
Innocente formerly coached at
Bishop Hendricken High School.
where he led the team into thestate
finals 8 OUI of his 12 years. He
has also spent time as an assistant
with the Community College of
Rhode Island, who have developed
. ~'" ,.......". .. ....
several Major League-ballplayers) "next \veek: RWU wil~be'playing
over the years. j against teams from around the
"It's time to take a step up now. country to prepMe for the season
I'm always looking for new chal- set to begin on
lenges. When I heard there was Sunday, March
an opening I look a look at the pro- 24.
gram aDd set some goals for my- Because ofthe
self." said Innocente. bad weather
Challenge seems to be the key teams in tbe
word. And to this point. coach has Northeast face at
risen toIt. this time of year,
Aflerfumblingforyearstoraise going to a new
money to go away on ,Spring climate helps
~reak. ~he learn .~as finally done teams gain an advantage over their
n. ASOh~fund~lsmgprogramhas opponents. It also croales unity.
resuhed In a tnp to Cocoa Beach which is essential for a team lowin.
_--..._--_.. .
•
l
t

Baird committed to winning Spiked
•
Marcus Camby
throw shoaling. In the NCAA tour-
ney you either make the clutch free
throws down the stretch, or you go
home. Some of the best free-throw
teams in the country are UConn,
UMass, Kansas, Kentucky and
Syracuse. You don't win unless
you make the key shots.
The final ingredient in the win·
ning the national championship is
the easiest to figure out. You must
play strong defense. Greatdefense
will keep you in every game, no
matter how ba4, you are shooting
the ball. 'The teams thai play great
defense in the country are UMass,
Georgetown, Wake Forest, Cincin-
nati, Arkansas, UConn, and Ken-
tucky.
My picks for the Final Four are
UMass, UConn, Kentucky, and
Kan"".
However, UCLA, Georgia
Tech, Cincinnati, Georgetown,
Wake Forest and Purdue could
make some noise in the tourna-
ment. It should be anolher great
touranmenl, with lots of excile-
menL
The Road to the Final Four has
finally started. So get on and en-
joy the thunderous ride to the cnd.
Continued/rom Page 28
ran smoothly. Injuries were the
least of the problems lhe team
faced. "Casey had severe
tendonitis, and Tartamella had an
arch injury, and both men came
in heall,hy. There's no one to
blame for these injuries, we have
a loog season...and a bad floor.
1lIat's what happens when the
lwe are mixed," stated BouveL
The EVIA's were another
story. Poor scheduling almost
forced the men to miss the tour-
nament..., am very surprised to
find out that our coaches do not
do our scheduling," said Thomp-
son."1 am upset that the Athletic
Department didn'l want to take
the blame for anything, that even
though the scheduling has been
done this way since volleyball
has been played here. Thank.
goodness we got into the toum3+
ment and we were able 10 go! I'd
like to see our coaches make our
schedules instead of lhe Athletic
Dcpartmenl. It doesn't make any
sense to have a wrestling coach
make a volleyball schedule:' said
Thompson.
''Thebest team doesn't always
lravel in the nicest bus," stated
Bouvet. "Volleyball, in general,
is the sport with lhe least fund-
ing. Here. the. team is number
one, and we are trt:aIed badly! It's
understood, the team accepts it,
and we're doin 'ust fine!"
ContiJIu~dFrom Back Pag~
afso were undefeated for· most of
the year. UConn recently won the
Big East Tournament, and was the
regular season ending number
two. UCLA is the defending na-
tional champion. With so many
solid leams, this year's tourney
should be absolute insanity. Whal
else is new. it is March Madness.
• You can win a national cham·
pionship withoul a top notch cen-
ler, UCLA did it last year. But no-
body wins without spectacular
guard play. OConn has AII~
American Ray Allen, Georgia
Tech has freshman standout
Stephan Marbury,and
Georgetown has superstar Allen
lvefWO. These are the guys that
want the ball in their hands at the
end of a game when the game IS
on the line, perhaps a national
title.
TIle next ingredienl in winning
a national championship is to have
a go-tO guy. The superstar usu·
ally rises above all and plays bet-
ter than all expected. Last year it
was Ed O'Bannon for UCLA.
This year many teams have a suo
perstar that can slep up for his
team and lead them to victory. For
instance Marcus Camby of
UMass is one of the best players
in the nation and future NBA star.
Also there isTIm Duncan of Wake
Forest, he is one of the top big·
men in the nation. UConn has the
high flying, flashy Ray Allen, the
Big East player of the year. An-
other is Villanova's Kerry KittJes,
he is Mr. Everything to his team.
Another ingredient for winning
the tournament is strong free·
used by the Rugby and Lacrosse
teams at Ihe Nike site, also
brought that field electricity and
installed bleachers. Baird worked
with female SlUdents to organize
and develop a Women's Rugby
team. 1be new PA system in the
gym is there because the Baird
found out the old one had been
broken for four years without any·
one doing anything about il.
1bese are just a few examples of
what Baird has brought to the Uni-
versity.
Many people are concerned
with where the money goes and
how thai is deiced. Some people
have the conception tbat Baird
gives money to only the sports he
favors (e.g. basketball). Baird
says thai his personal opinions of
a particular sport have nothing to
do with who gets how much
money.
Some of the factors thai decide
how the money is distributed are:
Number of players on the team,
away game scheduled, and how
expensive the equipmenl. The
Men's basketball team is not the
team that receives the most money
in the depanmenl, not by a long
shot.
''I'm commiued to doing
what's fair" said Baird. "My goal
for all our teams is for them to
dominate in their respecti\"C clivi·
sions ofthe Commonwealth Coast
Conference."
corded four assists.
The people on the team who
llhould nOl be ignored are the
freshmen.
"Look for some of the fresh-
men like Chris Cobs and Todd
Norton to Slep up and playa big+
ger role for the team next year,"
Baxter said.
BOIh captains felt that this year
may have been the beginning toa
shOng future for the team. '"1't'tis
is the precedent. Hopefully the
team will build on this year, and
in to or 15 years; we can come
back and show our kids that this
is where we played our college
hockey," Baxter said.
Baxter and MO'Nf)' also hope
that the university takes more n0-
tice in the team next year for a
few reasons. 1he first is that the
team at RWU is getting stronger,
and needs the suppOO from the
school. The second is that hockey
is a very big sport in the North·
east.
"We want the school to real-
ize that hockey is very big in New
England, and it deserves more at-
tention than it gets from the
school," Mowry said.
TIle third reason benefits the
school the mosL After a season
like this. people will look at it as
a possible school to anend to play
hockeyaL "I think the season has
helped: the school out a lot when
it comes to recruitment for the
future." Baxter said.
After this sea5C?n of firsts, the
RWU hockey team will be a team
to reckon with next year, and defi-
nitely in the future.
ments with the computer center
and Ihe Vice President of Aca·
demic Affairs office on the proce.-
dural steps in checking the eligi-
bility of student-athletes. He is
constantly staying on top 01 in+
fonning coaches on whether or not
their players are making the grade
and taking allcast twelve credits
a semester. If a player plays while
ineligible, his team must forfeit the
game and sometimes the player is
further penalized. Baird tries hard
10 avoid this situation_
He had a new tile basin con-
structed for the whirlpools and
purchased two new full body
whirlpools for the training room.
He redesigned the entire athletic
awards system for all participat-
ing athletes. He constructed a new
equipment room on the main noor
of the gymnasium for wrC$lIing
mal uorage and intramuraVrecre-
arion distribution_ He helped lay
out plans for the new field to be
which is why he has eamed the
respect of so many coaches. He's
reyised and up+graded arrange~
Gaudreau will be back in goal,"
Mowry said.
Baxter and Mowry predict that
Curtis and Jennings will pick up
the titles of co+captain, and
Towsley may be an assiSlanL
The team's leading scoria,jtin-
ior Curtis. wiU be back next year
to try and break. some records.
This year, he was one goal short
of the season record of 30.
Juniors Sean Vallor and
Towsley will also be back next
year. They were both in the
middle of the point standings, and
are overall solid players.
With the loss
of Oldy 3
seniors, there
is a positive
outlook
Sophomore Michael
Caramamte will also be back next
season. He finished fourth in the
standings thisy~with 32 points,
and he led the team in game win-
ning goals.
On defense, junior Jennings
will also be back. He was tied
with Baxterin the point standings,
and is a very offensive playing
defenseman.
In goal, junior Gaudreau will
also be back. He recorded 628
saves and played 1,228 minutes,
which broke both school records
for a single season. He also re-
In Baird's first year teams
combined to win 34.4% of
their games, last year that
number jumped to 54.2%
top professionals I've ever been
associated with, you can'l argue
with success, all the learns wins
ratios have gone up". RWU Golf
Coach, Tonv Pinhero is one of
two coaches who have been here
the longest. He and Hockey
Coach OQn Armstrong have both
been here for nine years, they've
each seen many other Athletic
I>irector's come and go. however_
none have impressed the two as
much as Baird.
"I think. Bill is the best A:D.
we've had since I've been here"
said Golf coach Pinhero. Coach
Armstrong feels that Baird has
done an excellent job despite the
faci that the University cui
$33,000 dollars from his budgel.
"Bill has done a fantastic job as
far as I'm concerned, foc the situ-
ation he's been giW:1I you really
can't ask for much more".
Baird has been instrumental in
bringing new ideas to the school,
once again be coached by
Bruckshaw. Foley had this to say
about Baird: " Bill is one of the
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lieve in delegating responsibility,
and they 'are always there for the
team if there are any problems.
Both Baxter and Mowry trans--
ferred from other schools early in
their careers, but that didn't stop
them from making their marks in
the point standings. Baxter is
IlthaU+time in the assist category
with a total of 46. He also fin-
ished the year tied for fifth in the
point standings with 16. Mowry
had B total of11 points in his three
years here. placing him 14th all-
time. He was third in the point
standings this year with 40.
The third senior, James
Panaglia. was an honorary assis-
tant captain at the end of the sea-
son because of his elTon in push·
ing the team to be their best.
"James really showed his leader-
ship on the ice. Eric and I are gJeaI
in the locker room and off the ice,
but James pumps us up on the
ice," Mowry said.
Even though Pazzaglia was
only on the team for two years,
he was on his way to becoming
the all-time leader in assists. In
the two years he was here, he
ended up the fifth highest in as--
sists. He was also second in scor-
ing this season with 45 points.
With the loss of only three se-
niors this year, there is a very
positive outloolc for the team next
year. "Next year looks really
good for the team. 1be team's
leading scorer, Dave Curtis, will
be back. There will also be lead~
ership from Gregg Towsley and
Chris Jennings, and Scott
Continuo!d from Puge I
dance has jumped to 250-300
people a night in the stands. In
facl, over 450 people came out !o
support· the Hawks against their
game against the Anchormen of
Rhode Island College.
Baird has been accused of fa-
voring the Men's Basketball team,
and not paying attention to some
of what are considered to be the
"smaller sports". RWU bas one
of the best Division m Lacrosse
tcams in New England. but they
simply don't receive much sup-
port from their fellow students.
In Baird's first year as A.D. all
tearns combined avera2ed to win
just 34.4% of their games, last
year that number jumped to
54.2%.
Just a few years ago the
Women's Basketball team had a
record of ~23. Baird went out
and hired Ellen Bruckshaw. who
herself was a slaT player for the
University ofRhode Island in her
playing days.
1be very next year the team
executed an unbelievable turn-
around by going 13·lt,something
Uw probably wouldn'l have hap-
pened if Baird hadn't hired
Bruckshaw. When coach
Bruckshaw was forced to take a
year offbecause of her pregnancy,
she was replaced by inle' head
coach BiIlFoIey:'Wfii5 recently re~
si as the team next ear will
•
,•
three-and-a-half weeks.
For • team to win the 64 team
toum~._"".few
things: solid guard play, a go-to
guy, free throw shooting, and of
course defense. 1be regular~
son is one thing, but the NCAA's
arequite another. 1be pressure on
a team to win six games is ex·
tntordinary. UMass goes into the
tournament as the regular season
number one, they also were un·
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Georgetown superstar AJlen Iverson.
ChriM Trimble
StaffWriIer
It is mid-March, spring is 31-
mOSl here. Major League Baseball
slartS in less than three weeks.
NHL and the NBA playoffs will
be soon upon us. But right 'now
we have March Madness on our
hands. The NCAA Basketball
Tournament is finally here to drive
sports fans crazy for the next
hi&t!er level, we all want to win,
that's what iI's all about."
"There are also no egos on the
team," commented Thompson.
"With the level of experienced
players on the court it would be
easy to have egos, there are none!
We all know thai there's ajob to
do. We are all focused for the sea-
son, we will be the best Divi;sion
Ul team I know we can be!" 1bc:
freshmen look to be strong con-
-tributing force to the team.
lbere's a loe ofpoIential, they are
very good for freshmen. Aaron
Casey and Mike Tanarnella will
playa very important role next
season."
"1 couldn't pick an MVP for
the team, the whole team is great
this year. They pulled logether
through some games this season.
When we met NYU, it was a true
team effort to win. We were down
twO games, and then we came
back to win the next three games
to win the match." Bouvet ex·
plained.
''I'm going to miss the team
and the coaches," said Thompsoo.
""but I am not going to mjss the
way we were treated by the Ath-
letic Department I'll miss the
other seniors too, we've played
together for four years. I look for-
ward to walChing the team do it
allover again next year'"
1be season's record does not,
howcver. reneet that everything
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RWU Invitational, as well as the
RWU Male Athlete of the Week
recently. "Had there have been an
aU tournament settcr, it would'vc
been Luke;' said Bouvct.. Senior
hitter lbompson was named to the
All-Tournament Team at the
EVIA's, and was also "Malc Ath~
Ictc of the Week". Sophomore
power hiUer John Harper was
.named to the All Tournament
Team al the RWU Invitational, as
well as the All-Tournament Team
at the EVIA's and player of the
woek.
"When you think ofall the top
UlVISlon t ana 11 Iea!US you UlinlC:
of Pepperdine or UCLA, and these
teams would obviously have na-
tionally ranked players," said
Bouvet "But a small Division III
school like RWU, it's very rare!"
Harper is ranked number 20 in
the nation in for kill percentage,
and number 18 in the nation for
hit percentage. Senior co-c:aplain
and middle Seo« Minnis is also
ranked number lOin the nation for
blocking percentage and hit per-
centage. With all this taknt, it is
flO( diffkult to see how the men's
team has had such. successful
and impressive season.
"1'hen:: is no one oulstanding
player," said Thompson. ''I've
been playing for four years now
and it's nevertleen this much fun."
Freshman middle starter Mike
TartameUa added that "1he upper·
c1assman push us to play at a
~
s~
Beth Lebowitz
SlaffWriter
Volleyball spikes Athletics
Men's team believes they are treated unfair
hooting for the future ,March Madness
ockey team already looking ahead
Astrong tradition ofexcellence
and above average seasons go
hand in hand with quality players
and quality coaching. Men's Vol-
leyball ended their season with a
strong finish. numerous lilies and
banners as well as two players
ranked nationally. Who could ask
for~?
Theirseawn finished 17·3 (as
of 2-29-96), The Hawks won the
RWU Invilalional and wenl into
the East Coast 'loumament (the
EVlA's) ranked eighth. and left
ranked first. The Hawks are con·
sidered the best men's volleyball
learn on the East Coast.
The importance of the EVIA's
is lremendous, as is t,he competi-
tion. 'The tournament consists of
learnS from Divisions I through 10.
"We beat SI. Francis. they're
Division I J!nd they have a lot of
athletes on the learn with big
scholarships," said assistant coach
Didier Bouvet. "We were the best
tcam there," added co*captain
Shawn Thompson. ''I'm also pre-
dicting another banner for the Di-
vision m champs," he added. 'The
Hawks also beat 1be American
University of Puerto Rico for the
nu~berone spot in the EVIA's.
The team's accolades do not
end there. Sophomore seUer Luke
Barron wu voted MVP of the
